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turers of BaSoTi 3.
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A Simulation Methodology for Distributed
Storage

Peter Sobe, Moritz Baum, Sergej Heckel and Jan Krueger

University of Luebeck

Institute of Computer Engineering

Email: sobe@iti.uni-luebeck.de

Abstract: An eventbased simulation system is introduced, designed for performance
assessment of distributed storage systems. Such storage systems employ the commu-
nication network to connect several distributed storage units to a virtual storage system
that provides higher capacity, better performance and that is tolerant against storage
unit failures. By simulation, several data distribution strategies and redundancy lay-
outs can be analyzed, particularly focusing on effects caused by load imbalances and
asynchronous operation of storage units. In this paper, a methodology is introduced to
(i) simulate the effects of scaling the distribution degree and (ii) the effects of access
load balancing techniques. This helps to design proper data and redundancy layouts
for distributed data storage systems.

1 Introduction

Due to performance and dependability issues, storage systems are often built from several

storage units. Depending on the implementation, these units can be connected by an I/O

bus, a storage area network or by the communication network, as already present in a dis-

tributed computer system. For the first time, this conceptwas employed for RAID[KGP89]

(Redundant Array of Independent Disks) systems at the level of magnetic disk spindles

that worked in a synchronized way. Later, these principles have be adopted for distributed

storage systems, as focused in this paper. By interleaving of data blocks, distributed stor-

age systems allow to parallelize storage access and thus to provide better performance.

This technique is commonly referred as data striping and can be applied with (i) different

granularity - i.e. the size of blocks that are assigned to a single storage unit and (ii) with a

different striping factor, i.e. the number of storage units involved. Striping offers perfor-

mance improvements as long as the network between the storage units and the accessing

process is faster than the access rate of a single storage unit. Another issue for distribution

is the deletion-tolerant coding that allows to tolerate faults of storage units and increases

the storage dependability. A condition for efficient deletion-tolerant codes is that data is

distributed across several storage units that fail independently. With a high distribution

grade, the amount of redundant data can be held relatively small related to the amount of

effective user data.

In this paper, particularly the choice of data and redundancy layout and the understand-

ing of effects that come with data distribution are focused. Whereby dependability can

be assessed analytically, realistic performance is subject to be simulated or evaluated ex-

perimentally. In this paper, an eventbased simulation system is introduced, particularly

designed for distributed storage system assessment.
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2 State of the Art

A short state of the art summary related to distributed storage technology shall be given in

2.1. In 2.2, a second part, relations to performance evaluation techniques are given.

2.1 Distributed Storage

Initially, parallel storage was introduced by RAID[KGP89] systems, tighly coupled to

magnetic disk technology. Relatively slow disks were combined to faster arrays. Data re-

liability was addressed by parity codes. Several levels of RAID systems got standardized

by the RAID advisory board. Level 0 implements striping, level 3/4 combine data striping

with a parity code that allows to tolerate a single disk failure. With level 5, the concept of

redundancy interleaving was introduced that avoids bottlenecks with respect to disk access

load. RAID level 6 extends level 5 by a second redundancy disk to tolerate two failures,

for instance by using a Reed/Solomon[IR60, Pla97] code. Later, distributed systems were

used for parallel data storage, e.g. PVFS[Tea03]. Along with that, deletion-tolerant coding

developed to rely on higher number of storage resources, i.e. a higher distribution grade.

Another effect is the disappearing synchroneity of the storage ressources used.

Only a few distributed systems combine parallel data access and deletion-tolerant codes. A

couple of distribution and coding variants are implemented in the NetRAID[Sob03, SP06]

middleware. This systems allows to store date reliably in a distributed system. Measure-

ments showed that the access bandwidth scales well up to a number of 8 . . . 16 storage

units and then does not grow further, unless saturating the full bandwidth of the communi-

cation network. These results accord to observations on other distributed storage systems

that as well employ moderate striping factors. A major reason for that should be seen in

the asynchronously operating storage units.

Deletion-tolerant codes strongly benefit from a higher distribution degree. The code rate

in relation the the number of tolerated storage unit failures increases with increasing dis-

tribution degree. Beside, efficient XOR-based codes, e.g. Low density parity check codes

[Gal63], approach an optimumof computational effectivenesswith increasing striping fac-

tors. Thus, it is highly demanding to understand the behavior of storage systems composed

of a relatively large number of units. Some related techniques were used in the past for

multimedia storage systems, particularly to provide the bandwidth for video storage using

data striping across a few disks. Staggered striping [BGMJ93] limits the striping factor for

each file. The striping group, i.e. the set of units used for storage, is shifted across a larger

number of storage units. This strategy helps the distribute data and access load, while not

increasing the striping factor too much.
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2.2 Performance Evaluation of Storage Systems

As other distributed systems, the performance of distributed storage systems can be mod-
eled by techniques like queuing networks or GSPN (generalized stochastic petri nets).
Such description techniques allow to handle models analytically, but also may be simu-
lated.

Queuing networks - base on single queuing systems with a source and a server. A queuing
network is present, if at least two severs are included in a system, and if jobs are transfered
along connections from one to another server. Analytical methods are present to handle
closed networks, i.e. such networks with a constant number of jobs circulating in the
system. Simulation tools are common, e.g. GPSS/H (general purpose simulation system)
with a simulation–oriented programming language.

Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets - base on place/transition networks with tokens that
reside on places and are created and consumed by the ’firing’ of transitions. A GSPN is
an extension of a petri net with timed transitions that fire after an exponentially distributed
delay. Queuing networks can be expressed by GSPN. Further, extension with colored
objects exist. GSPN are used for verification of parallel systems, but also for system
behavior assessment. For a limited number of network models, analytical solutions can be
found. Simulation of models is always possible by playing the token game, even though
this can be time-consuming.

In spite many existing simulation systems we decided to design another one, called SIM-
ple. It is mainly based on the event-based simulation techniques described in [Gra92] and
focused to simulations of parallel but connected activities, as needed for storage system
principles.

3 Objective of Simulations

Simulations are related to the performance of distributed storage systems. Reliability is
addressed as a quality that requires a particular redundancy layout and thus influences
performance. Commonly, the better the ratio of redundant data amount to original data
amount, the more reliable a storage system can be.

Mainly, quantitative studies related to two effects shall be taken.

• How many units can get employed efficiently for data striping? - By increas-
ing the striping factor, ideally the data access bandwidth could be scaled up to the
network bandwidth. Then as much data is transported to/from the storage units as
the network can carry. This would require the synchronous operation of all stor-
age units. In practice, such a scaling is hindered by asynchronous operation of the
storage units. By simulation, this effect shall be quantified.

• How significant is the effect of redundancy interleaving? - Some distribution
schemes interleave redundancy blocks on several storage units to overcome access
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load bottlenecks for update operations. For example, RAID level 5 interleaves par-
ity information of succeeding blocks onto several disks. Similar principles can be
applied to other coding and distribution schemes, e.g. for Reed/Solomon-coded stor-
age layouts. This code allows to add M redundant storage units to N data storage
units (with M ) and then to tolerate M faulty storage units. The coding princi-
ples are well studied (e.g. [BKK 95, Pla97] ). The redundancy interleaving effects
are often not considered, or left as implementation issues for efficient systems.

4 Simulation System

For modeling, we use an event-driven simulation system with queuing network elements.
A network is defined by connecting queuing network elements by edges. Jobs are trans-
fered between network elements (so called entities) along edges. Whereby the main enti-
ties are sources and servers, a couple of entities for controlling job flow are added. Related
to storage systems, jobs express access activities directed to storage units. Entities repre-
sent accessing processes, storage units and relations between them.

4.1 Simulation Model Entities

All entities are simulated under an event-based control. The symbols for these different
entity classes are shown in Figure 1.

Source FilterServer Switch Barrier

Figure 1: Simulation entities

Entities are connected by edges with other entities. Several edges may form the input
to an entity so that jobs from different origins arrive at the entities input. Each entity
can send jobs along an outgoing connection to other entities. When there is no outgoing
connection, the entity acts as a sink for jobs. Entities can be parameterized and equipped
with several measurement probes. The functionality of each class, the parameters and
relevant measurement probes are described as follows:

• Source - A source generates jobs with a specified rate. The time between generating
jobs is exponentially distributed. This can be used for classical queuing network
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simulation. It is also possible to parameterize a source to generate solely a single
job. In this case, the job is created at time zero and is commonly injected into
a closed queuing network, i.e. a network with a constant number of circulating
jobs. All created jobs can be assigned to a particular job class and later on, being
distinguished from other jobs.

• Server - A server is a processing unit that processes jobs with a certain service rate.
A FIFO queue is included to buffer incoming jobs until they get processed. The
service time is exponentially distributed. A server can be equipped with a variety of
measurement probes, e.g. queue length, server load or number of tasks processed.

• Switch - A switch receives jobs at a single input edge and sends out jobs along sev-
eral output edges. Different variants of switches can be chosen. A clone switch
multiplies each incoming job onto all outgoing edges. A round robin switch dis-
tributes incoming jobs among all outgoing edges. Here, the number of jobs is not
multiplied, instead the jobs are distributed in a round robin strategy. A similar one
is the random switch that distributes jobs randomly among outgoing edges.

• Barrier - A specified number of jobs is collected and then reduced to a single job
by a barrier element. For that operation, incoming jobs are held in buffers related
to the incoming edges. For the output of a job, incoming jobs (i) are always taken
from different incoming edges/buffers and (ii) have to be out of the same job class.
The output job class is chosen according to the class of the selected incoming jobs.

• Filter - Jobs can be assigned to a job class, when generated by the source. A filter
entity is used to receive incoming jobs, forward jobs of a specified class and to
discard all other jobs.

Figure 2 depicts a system with two servers. Jobs generated by a source are randomly
assigned to these tow servers. Such a model is an appropriate abstraction of two storage
servers that share the load of a single application server. For more complex simulations,
one may add servers to represent additional data storage units and a number of redundancy
storage units. Network structures with switches, barriers and filters, together with several
job classes can be used to express a wide range of access strategies.

4.2 Processing Technology

Simulation models are specified in a textual way. A particular syntax allows to fetch the
model description by the JAVA dynamic class loader and create objects for all necessary
simulation entities.
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RANDOM

client

ServerBServerA

switch

Figure 2: Small example of a simulation model.

client : Source { generationRate = 5.0; }
switch : RandomSwitch;
serverA : Server {

serviceRate = 3.0;

* averageWaitTime;

* tasksProcessed;
}
serverB : Server {

serviceRate = 3.0;

* averageWaitTime;

* tasksProcessed;
}
client -> switch;
switch -> serverA;
switch -> serverB;

The listing above shows the textual description of the system given in Figure 2. Probes
for reporting the average waiting for jobs and the number of processes jobs are assigned
to both servers. The network structure is described by a list of entity connections.

4.3 Methodology

The effects caused by asynchronous operation of the storage units are modeled by the net-
work depicted in Figure 3, left part. It clones jobs to several servers, collects the results by
a barrier. These jobs represent connected accesses, i.e. accesses that belong together and
have to be finished before the next activity is initiated by the client. The network contains
a closing loop edge that models a new access after each fulfilled access. The results pre-
sented in the next section were got by scaling the number of servers and correspondingly
increasing the service rate. The number of fulfilled accesses is expressed by the number
of jobs collected after a barrier. This can be easily monitored by a measurement probe.

Congestion effects caused by redundancy updates (a.k.a. small update problem) is mod-
eled by cloning jobs into a redundancy update access and another access directed to a
single data storage unit that is chosen randomly. The networks used for studying these ef-
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serviceRate =
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’striping factor’

number of 
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BARRIER
w= ’striping factor’

factor
striping

Figure 3: Networks for scaling experiments.

fects are similar to that one shown in the right part of Figure 3. Experiments cover systems
without the rightmost server as a system without redundancy as the basis for comparison.
The redundancy interleaving technique as well as the staggered striping approach is mod-
eled by distributing accesses in a regular manner onto the servers. These jobs represent
connected accesses that have to be joined after serving. This can only be implemented
using job classes. Circulations of different job classes are shown in Figure 4. In this very
small example, a system with two data and a single redundancy storage unit is shown.
Redundancy is interleaved across the three storage units.

CLONE

JobClass = "A" JobClass = "B"

CLONE CLONE

RANDOM

JobClass = "c"

RANDOM RANDOM

BARRIER w=2

filterClass = "A"

CLONE

filterClass = "c"

filterClass = "B"

Figure 4: Network to discover effects of redundancy storage interleaving.
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5 System Analysis

The influence of the striping factor on the access performance is depicted in Figure 5. The
performance increase (speedup) is found to be significantly lower than the number of re-
sources, i.e. the number of storage units. A single accessing client that generates connected
accesses can not fully utilize the storage units. Using more clients, i.e. more circulating
jobs in the system leads to more fulfilled accesses in total. This can be explained by the
utilization of time gaps by other accesses. This effect is assumed to intensify with growing
number of clients in the system. Thus, several combined accesses should be used to utilize
the system in a better way.
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Figure 5: Scaling of striping factor

The cost of redundancy update for small write operations and the effects of redundancy
interleaving are shown in the following plot (Figure 6). Accesses are randomly distributed
across storage servers. System configurations with 5, 8, 12 and 16 storage units were
analyzed - these numbers correspond to common disk array configurations. Without re-
dundancy (RAID level 0), the number of accesses scales well with the system size. A
single dedicated unit for redundancy introduces a bottleneck, as expected. This situation
is present for RAID level 4. This bottleneck can be diminished by interleaving the redun-
dancy, as shown for RAID level 5.
Systems with multiple redundancy units such as Reed/Solomon codes profit from inter-
leaving of the redundancy as well, as shown in Figure 7. Nevertheless, the advantage is
smaller compared to systems with single redundancy unit. This follows from overlaps
in the redundancy assignments which can not be avoided as long the interleaving takes
place within the original set of data and redundancy storage units. An adaptation of the
staggered striping principle is capable to solve this problem. By distributing 7+2 data
and redundancy blocks onto 2 × (7+2) storage units with a staggered allocation of data
and redundancy blocks we could reach 13700 accesses instead of 8500 accesses for the
non-staggered allocation. This number is equal to the number of accesses reached with
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interleaving of a single redundancy storage unit.
As a consequence, for system swith frequent small updates, a the classical redundancy
interleaving technique should be combined with staggered block allocation onto a larger
number of storage units.
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Figure 6: Influence of a single redundancy storage unit without (level 4) and with redundancy inter-
leaving (level 5). Striping without redundancy at all (level 0) is shown for comparison.
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Figure 7: Influence of redundancy interleaving for two redundant storage units (level 6). The
schemes with a single redundancy unit (level 3 and 5) are shown for comparison.
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6 Summary and Future Work

An event-based simulation system with specific elements for storage system modeling was
introduced. Such a system gives insights into effects of asynchronous operation and per-
formance of such a distributed system. Particularly, asynchronous operation of units that
are required to provide functionality collectively limit the performance gain. As a second
aspect, the influence of redundancy interleaving on the update performance was studied.
As result, staggered allocation of data and redundancy blocks onto a number of storage
units larger than the originally needed number is advised. We plan to use the simulation
system for performance prediction of storage techniques with a high distribution grade but
also with a high ratio of redundancy (e.g. low density parity check codes). Obviously,
the simulation system has to be extended to allow more realistic service time distributions.
Parameters will be taken from real storage unit operation scenarios. In this way, widely
distributed storage layouts, e.g. used for global storage can be evaluated.
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Erasure-tolerant Codes for Rule-based Grid
Storage Systems

Kathrin Peter
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Email: kathrin.peter@zib.de

Abstract: Distributing data in a wide area storage system requires to cope with un-
reliable components. Because of non-reliable resources, data may be temporarily un-
available or even get lost. Nevertheless a user of a grid storage system should have
unlimited access to his data even if some components are down. Replication is no so-
lution because it takes a multiple of the storage space of each file while the reliability
increases only moderate.

Our approach is to use erasure-tolerant codes like Reed-Solomon which can toler-
ate a higher number of simultaneous unavailable resources with less redundancy com-
pared to replication1. Using an existing rule-based grid storage system we show how
the system must be extended to make the storage reliable. Other storage systems with
similar architectures could also use this approach to provide more reliable storage.

1 Introduction

Today distributed systems are used to accomodate the need for computational power. Grids

as an example accomplish compute resources distributed over a large number of institutes.

Joining a virtual organisation opens users the possibility of transparent access to all re-

sources in the grid. Among computational resources there is also a need of storing data in

a fast, secure and reliable way. Grid storage systems aim to provide transparent access to

data distributed in wide area. A grid storage system opens the possibility of data sharing.

Researchers get easy access to all grid storage resources and may choose between different

views to their data, e.g. with a file-browser. Users need only one account in the storage

system to access data at different sites or to share data with other users or groups. A lot of

existing wide-area and grid storage systems already provide this transparent access2.

However the reliability of storing data in those systems is neglected. Some systems offer

the possibility to replicate data to other resources but this is accomplished only with a high

overhead of redundant data [WK02]. The use of erasure-tolerant codes is a reasonable

way to make storage reliable and a common used technique in RAID systems [PGK88]

for local cluster storage systems. But in contrast there exists no wide-area storage system

which already applies erasure-tolerant codes in a transparent way.

In this paper we show how an existing storage system iRODS [MRW+07] can be extended

by additional rules for higher encoding functionality. An outline of the encoding rule is

1Adding m redundant data blocks to a number of n original data blocks can tolerate up to m simultaneous

erased data blocks.
2Grid storage systems which provide transparent access are for example Storage Resource Broker (SRB)

[BMRW98] and the successor system: integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS) [MRW+07].
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given and we explain how to integrate the Reed-Solomon implementation. Furthermore

we show in general how encoding effects the reliability of a storage system compared to

replication. To the best of our knowledge there exists no wide-area storage system that uses

erasure-tolerant codes for increasing storage reliability and is really used in production

systems.

2 Reliable data storage in grid environments

Grid Storage Systems give transparent access to a large number of resources. Their aim is

to provide a logical view to the data and to hide information about real physical resources.

Users for example want to put data into the system and get it out without considering

which and where resources are running. Data objects in the system should be available

even if some resources are temporarily down, disconnected or failed.

Data can be stored centralized at one resource or distributed by splitting up the data object

into blocks and distribute them across different resources. This mechanism called striping

is also used in cluster storage systems for faster access [CLRT00] but has the disadvantage

of decreased reliability dependent on the number of storages. Figure 1 shows the reliability

RG(d, n) of a storage system with a number of storages between one and hundred and a

runtime from zero to fifty days.

Figure 1: Reliability without redundancy (RAID 0)

R(d) = e−
1

1095∗d reliability of one disk with MTTF 1095 days and runtime d.

RG = R(d)n reliability of the system with n disks.

As visible the reliability decreases exponentially with the number of storages n and also
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with the uptime in days d. RAID (RAID 1 - RAID 6) [PGK88] are common used tech-

niques to increase the reliability of distributed storage systems by adding redundancy.

Contrary to parity and more sophisticated codes replication is the typical way to make

data storage in WANs like peer-to-peer and grid systems more reliable and faster. One

reason is the trade-off between higher computational effort, metadata management and re-

liability [WK02]. Our focus is the reliable storage of data in a grid, which is a requirement

in a lot of different research communities. One example is MediGRID with heterogeneous

applications from medical and biomedical researchers [KPS+07]. Especially in medicine

long-term storage of patient data is required by law.

3 Rules for reliable data storage in iRODS

Erasure-tolerant coding is added to iRODS by implementing rules which contain encoding

and storage steps (detailed information on iRODS see sections 3.2 and 3.3).

for fileABC

chain of micro services

for fileABC

rules

storeEncoded readEncoded

user@computer:/home/user/$ irule −F storeEncoded fileABC

storeMetadata

read Metadata

read Blocks

(decode)

store in DataObj

storeBlocks

encode

open DataObj

fileABC

fileABC

invoke rule

Figure 2: Invoke encoding rule for put and get

Rules can be used instead or additionaly to the standard icommands like iput for ex-

ample 3. The brief overview in figure 2 shows the steps inside of an encoding rule

storeEncoded that stores data into iRODS and a rule readEncoded that reads data

from iRODS. The data object is at first encoded by using the Reed-Solomon encoding op-

eration. The result are original data blocks and redundant data blocks. Next datablocks

are stored across different resources. Metadata is necessary to store the information which

blocks belong together. For reading all available blocks have to be found. Decoding is

necessary only if some data blocks are not available. Depending on the configuration it is

3iput copies a file from the local filesystem into iRODS
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possible to recover a given number of erased original data blocks with the help of redun-

dant data blocks.

The advantage of using iRODS rules is that encoding can be done transparent and hidden

from the user inside of the rules. We achieve transparency because the call of our rule

in figure 2 is similar to the call of any other rule in iRODS. Here we assume iRODS to

operate properly, independent of failed storage resources as long central resources in the

system are not faulty (eg. central metadata catalog).

3.1 Reed-Solomon Codes

Reed-Solomon is a non-binary cyclic block code [IR60]. It is applied for channel coding

and storage systems [Pla97]. A deletion-tolerant variant of this code interprets data and

redundancy as a system of linar equations. Encoding is done by a matrix vector multipli-

cation: [
A

][
D
]

=

[
E

]
(1)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

...

0 0 · · · 1
f1,1 f1,2 · · · f1,n

f2,1 f2,2 · · · f2,n

...
...

...
...

fm,1 fm,2 · · · fm,n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
d1

d2

...

dn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

d1

d2

...

dn

b1

b2

...

bm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2)

A is called generator matrix, D is the vector with original data words, E is the result

vector with original and redundant words. Formulae (1, 2) express this equation system

interpretation of data and check words. In this way, missing data can be recalculated by

expressions that are got by solving the linear equation system in the case of an error. The

rows in matrix A and the elements of vector E that belong to faulty storages are deleted..

It is possible to tolerate up to m simultaneous failures and we get a n × n square matrix

A′ after deletion. Data words in D can be recalculated by a matrix-vector multiplication

of the reversed matrix A′ and the modified vector E′ (formula 3).[
A′

] [
D

]
=

[
E′
]

⇔
[
D

]
=

[
A′

]−1 [
E′
] (3)
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It is necessary to calculate in Galois-field arithmetics because of the finite floating point

precision. For our calculations we use a word size of ω = 8 Bit and a Galois field with 256
elements (GF(28)). It is recommended to choose a word size as a multiple of 8 (one byte).

The wordsize ω has impact on the maximal system size: 2ω ≥ n + m. We implemented

the encoding and decoding algorithm and integrated it in the distributed storage system

NetRAID [SP06]. These encoding and decoding C-functions are the basis for the micro-

service implementation in iRODS.

3.2 Introduction to iRODS (integrated Rule-Oriented Data System)

iRODS [MRW+07] as the successor system of SRB (Storage Resource Broker) [BMRW98]

is developed at San Diego Supercomputing Center (SDSC). Currently SRB is used as the

datamanagement component in a lot of projects and SDSC will offer migration tools to

switch from SRB to iRODS in future. iRODS has a client-server architecture with one

central metadata catalog and at least one server to access the catalog (figure 3).

Primergy

Primergy

Primergy

iRODS Server 2

iRODS Server 1iCat +

iRODS Server 3

iRODS Client 

(1)

Postgres−
database

(2)

(3)
(2)

(1) Client − Server connection

(2) Server − Server connection

(3) iCat − iCat−enabled Server connection

iRODS zone

Figure 3: iRODS system example

The system is extendable by installing iRODS server at other resources and including re-

source information into the metadata catalog. The metadata catalog (called icat) is the

most important system component because it contains all informations about users, re-

sources and data objects. A user can access the system with the unix-like command line

interface icommands and similar to SRB there will exist other APIs and graphical user

interfaces.

The advantage of iRODS is the extensibility of the system capabilities by defining rules.

User groups can add functionalities encapsulated into rules and share them with other user

groups (section 3.3).
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3.3 Rules and Micro Services in iRODS

The architecture of iRODS enables system programmers to add sophisticated functionali-

ties. iRODS provides users with an API called icommands which can be used for example

to put data into the system (iput), getting data out (iget) or replicating data to other

resources (irepl). Additionally to icommands users can invoke particular rules by call-

ing the API command: irule RULEID. Depending on conditions the rule invokes an

action. Actions are workflows or chains of smaller tasks which are other actions or micro-

services. A micro-service encapsulates a certain function (figure 2). Parameters can be

passed between services. System programmers can expand the rule base by implement-

ing own rules. Different conditions and workflows can be integrated into these rules and

contain calls of basic or added micro-services.

3.4 Technical details

In this paragraph we give more details on our first version of integrating data encoding

with the Reed-Solomon algorithm in a grid storage system. The implementation is still

in progress and will probably change again in future because the iRODS system itself is

currently under development too and only available in version 0.9.2. We present a concept

of integrating codes into this rule based system. A full iRODS system version 0.9.2 is

installed at a single machine. This is the main installation with the icat metadata catalog
4 and an icat server that interacts with the metadata catalog. To integrate other resources

one need to install a non-icat server at those machines. These servers are configured to

belong to one zone (icat metadata catalog + icat server).

Our design wraps the standard put and get commands from iRODS through scripts that

encode data and store it at iRODS.

Two problems of distributed storage in contrast to standard replication in iRODS must be

solved:

1. Avoid for single points of failure: There must not exist a single metadata file or a

single data file which is lost if one resource fails. Metadata provide information

which blocks belong together and belong to one file respectively.

2. Transparent data storage: Encoding should not be visible to the user. If a user reads

data in his iRODS home directory it should look as a single stored file. Other iRODS

access functions should work properly.

We developed two models for encoded storage.

Script 1: Store and Encode delayed

• iput FILE stores FILE in iRODS and creates all default metadata.

4default: postgresql-8.2.3 database
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• irule encodeDataR1 calles a rule to execute the encoding steps:

– Open file

– Encode data

– Create n+m files for data blocks and redundant blocks in a separate encoding

directory. The encoding directory is not visible to users.

– Create metadata (attribute-value pairs) to each file with its coding information.

Script 1 uses the icommand iput to create the file itself and metadata automatically in

iRODS. A disadvantage is the single point of failure if this main-file is not available.

Replication of this file could help to avoid that. An transparent view is possible because

the main-file is the only visible data object for the user while blocks can be stored in a

separated encoding directory distributed across storage servers.

Script 2: Real Distribution

• no single datafile is created

• irule encodeDataR2 calles another encoding rule:

– Encode data

– Create n + m files for data blocks and redundant blocks

– Add metadata (attribute-value pairs) to each file

mainFile = FILE
datablock = D2
schema = RS 5+2

– if the user acesses a file it has first to be checked wether the distributed flag is

set or if the file is stored regular.

– if it is stored in a distributed way all files with attributes mainFile = FILE
have to be accessed and combined to the requested output file.

The advantage of this distributed variant is no single point of failure. But there is a higher

effort to create the transparent view for the user.

Finally we analyze the theoretical increase of reliability by coding data with a Reed-

Solomon code in contrast to replication. By knowing the number of independent storages

and the probability of each storage to be available we calculate the availability of a data

object stored according to a certain schema. In this example we compare the availability

of replicated data with Reed-Solomon encoded data.

We define the following parameters:

n : Number of data blocks

m : Number of redundant blocks. For equal comparison we set m as a multiple of n.

all : = n + m Number of blocks (original and redundant blocks).
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p : The probability that one node is available. pnode = e−λt = 0.8331 with λ = 1
MTTF ,

MTTF = 1095 days and t=200 days runtime.

prepl : Availability of replicated data.

pRS : Availability of Reed-Solomon encoded data.

r : Replication factor (1=one original block, 2=one original block and one replica).

In table 1 we calculate the availability of a data object which is striped across 8 data nodes.

Replication adds copies of each stripe to additional storage nodes. Schema 8 + 8 adds 8

redundant blocks to 8 original blocks (one replica for each block) and 8 + (2 ∗ 8) adds

16 redundant blocks (two replicas for each block). With Reed-Solomon codes we can add

an arbitrary number of redundant blocks but for fair comparison we add also at first 8 and

then 16 redundant blocks to the 8 data blocks and compare it to replication.

Schema no redundancy 8+4 8+8 8+2*8

Replication 0.8331 - 0.7976 0.9634

Reed-Solomon 0.8331 0.9634 0.9996 1.0

Table 1: Availability of replicated and RS-encoded data objects

As visible adding 8 redundant blocks to 8 data blocks with replication is less reliable than

encoding them with Reed-Solomon. For the Reed-Solomon encoded data much more fail-

ure combinations can be tolerated. We calculate these results using the following formulae

4 and 5:

prepl =

(
r−1∑
k=0

(
r

k

)
pr−k ∗ (1 − p)k

)n
r

(4)

pRS =
m∑

k=0

(
all

k

)
pall−k ∗ (1 − p)k (5)

4 Related work

Erasure-tolerant codes can be divided into different classes depending on the complexity

of coding operations [PGK88]. Replication of data does not require any additional com-

putation and is used in peer-to-peer and grid storage systems like SRB [BMRW98]. RAID

3 coding or parity coding adds exactly one data block to an arbitrary number of original

data blocks. The redundant data block is the XOR combination of the original data blocks.

Parity codes are used by RAID 3 or RAID 5 for example in cluster systems for parallel

distributed data storage [Sob03].
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More sophisticated schemes like Reed-Solomon code [Pla97] need a higher calculation

effort. NetRAID implements nearly all kinds of parity and Reed-Solomon code. Cluster-

RAID [Kal04] uses Reed-Solomon to make the local disk more reliable. For wide area

networks there are a lot of examinations and comparisons of replication against Reed-

Solomon [WK02]. The focus is the degree of fault tolerance, update effort, and additional

network traffic. Real deployments of Reed-Solomon code in wide area systems exist for

Oceanstore [KBC+00] and are described in [PMSN06]. Oceanstore [KBC+00] applies

Reed-Solomon for the archival layer. In [PMSN06] original data is splitted into blocks.

Next redundant blocks are calculated. Datablocks are distributed in the network transfered

by gridFTP [ACF+05]. Data sharing is difficult because metadata information about the

location of datablocks is stored at client side and not available in the system.

5 Conclusion

We introduce two models of integrating Reed-Solomon code into the rule-based storage

system iRODS. We show the expected increase of reliability by using codes in contrast

to replication. Additionaly on the top of our encoding rules could be build up higher

functionalities. For example depending on the choosen degree of reliability the system

should choose the encoding and distribution parameters autonomous. Before storing data

blocks at arbitrary resources the system can check the actual availability and load of all

integrated resources and decide for the best resource.
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Abstract: We introduce a new concept of a supermarket recommender system. Posi-
tion tracking, economic psychology and market basket analysis are combined to im-
prove present recommendation methods.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems present product or link suggestions, calculated from the users’

former behavior and preferences. Treating each user individually, they are a means of at-

tracting and maintaining the users’ attention and ensuring customer loyalty. We describe

how a recommender system can be applied in the “real” physical world, specifically, in a

supermarket. Whereas existing work often concentrates on the technical implementation

of a recommender system, we focused on creating a general concept which brings together

totally different knowledge areas: economic psychology and data mining.

Using a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Personal Digital Assistants (PDA)

attached to the shopping carts we deduce from the position data what kind of purchase de-

cision a customer is currently involved in. The class of purchase decision reveals whether

a person has a disposition to act habitually or spontaneously, or whether the person does

a lot of deliberating before a decision. This knowledge is combined with a data mining

method called association analysis. Common recommender systems often rely only on

statistical relations they find in the data [AT05]. We use the purchase decision classes to

filter those recommendations calculated with the association analysis which do not seman-

tically fit. Thus, product suggestions based on causal relations are promoted.

During the last years, there have been several approaches to increasing customer loyalty by

using new technologies in supermarkets. The Metro Group, a large German retailer, intro-

duced the “Future Stores” where several technologies, especially RFID and WLAN, enable

new services for the supermarket customers [Loe05]. The system proposed in [CFGK05]

presents supermarket customers with a predicted shopping list on a cart-mounted Tablet

PC. Loyalty cards enable access to former purchases of the customers. However, we do

not want the customers to give away personal shopping data via loyalty cards nor scan

the chosen products which, we claim, will make the customers be more open towards our

system.

In the next section we will summarize the knowledge our recommender system is based on,

followed by our concept of the system. In the last section we will give a short conclusion.

1Supported by the German Research Council (DFG), Graduate School 466
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2 The Essential Components of the Recommender System

The essential components our recommender system is built of are the principle of pur-
chase decision classes, the location tracking via WLAN and the calculation of product
suggestions based on association analysis.

The Purchase Decision Process. In economic psychology, the term purchase decision

process includes everything happening from the perception of a need to the actual pur-

chase and consumption of a product. For our recommender system, we use a fundamen-

tal classification principle concerning decision behavior originating from the 1950s and

1960s. The different classes of purchase decisions are distinguished by the extent of cog-

nitive and emotional involvement and the level of automation of actions. The classification

comprises four groups of decision behavior:

First, extensive decisions are the most complex and include much cognitive effort. Usu-

ally, the decision is made for the first time. At the beginning, the consumers only have

a rough idea about what they need. The idea gets more precise while they collect infor-

mation about the products until a final decision is made. Secondly, limited decisions are

similar to extensive decisions, yet, the cognitive effort is limited as the term already im-

plies. The purchasers are aware of a small group of product alternatives between which

they have to decide. They already have experiences and knowledge they can use to make

their decision. Emotional processes and automatic behavior do not play a role. Thirdly,

the habitual deciders have a disposition towards routine purchases. They always buy the

same products and the same brands to reduce risks. Cognitive effort and emotional in-

volvement with the purchase are not part in this class of decision behavior. These deciders

act rather automatically. Finally, impulsive deciders represent the class in which emotional

processes are of high importance. They react in a spontaneous and automatic way; i.e. they

perceive a stimulus and react without thinking [KRW03][Kat51][HS69].

We will show that this classification can be applied to the different ways customers move

in the supermarket.

Tracking Customers Using WLAN. Inside the supermarket, we track customers with

the help of a WLAN and a PDA attached to each shopping cart. At least three access

points have to be installed in the shop. The PDA uses the signals coming from the access

points to determine its own position and sends it to a server where a self-developed Profile

Manager software creates a movement profile. This profile comprises the time of entering

and leaving the store, the overall length of the stay and the customers’ path through the

place and the speed. Instead of using point coordinates, the position tracking refers to

areas in the supermarket. The areas are as small as the positioning system allows and

of equal size. We tested the Profile Manager with the Ekahau Positioning Engine whose

accuracy lies at approximately one meter.2 So, normally the areas correspond to product

shelves and the according product categories. A customer’s path is depicted as a sequence

of areas. Moreover, every stay is recorded, that means the areas where the cart came to a

halt. The customers’ speed is calculated by counting the number of areas crossed without

halt and relating them to the overall time the person walked through the store.

2Specification of the Ekahau Positioning Engine to be obtained on http://www.ekahau.com.
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Calculating Recommendations. Most methods used with recommender systems come

from the area of data mining, which is about finding patterns in huge data sets. We chose a

commonly used method called association analysis or association rule mining. Association

rules take the form “If the customer buys product A, he will be likely to buy product B

as well.” To find the rules, a database is needed containing the purchases, in our case the

paths of former customers. Statistical indicators called support and confidence reflect a

rule’s statistical significance and strength, respectively. Minimum values for support and

confidence have to be set to enable the decision which association rule is relevant. If the

rule above has sufficient support and confidence, a new customer choosing A will get B as

recommendation [HK01].

3 The Concept of the Recommender System

3.1 Deriving Purchase Decision Classes

We identify the class of purchase decider by the customers’movements. It specifies which

precise product to recommend from the shelf calculated with the association analysis and

how to present it. We determine a number of rules for the derivation of a purchase decision

class. The required information is the customers’ speed, at what shelves they come to a

halt, how long they stay there and the number of times they stop during a certain period

of time. The number of stays per time period gives hint whether a customer stops often or

seldom compared to other customers. All three parameters are either high or low with a

customer with a fixed bound dividing the range of speed, of the duration of stay and of the

number of stays into low and high. These bounds strongly depend on the size of the shop

and have to be tested in each supermarket. If the supermarket is, for instance, small with

little space between the shelves, the customers will probably move more slowly than in a

huge shop with broad aisles. They will also stay more briefly and halt more often. The

three movement characteristics, speed, duration of stay and number of stays, determine

the type of purchase decider in the following way:

Habitual deciders know exactly what they want. They move fast and single-mindedly

approach the products they want. They do not hesitate at the shelves but continue their

shopping right after putting the product into the cart. Limited deciders know what they

need, but they have not committed themselves to a certain product. Therefore, they move

quickly, yet they stay long at the shelves to consider product alternatives. Extensive de-

ciders move slowly through the store to inspect the offers. They take their time at the

product shelves to study the product alternatives to come to a decision. Impulsive deciders

move slowly through the supermarket as a way of wandering and looking at the offers.

They may both stay long and shortly at the shelves; e.g. they may shortly halt to look at

a product or they may take their time to search discount offers at a rummage table. At

this point, we cannot distinguish the impulsive deciders who stay long at the shelves from

the extensive deciders. Hence, we include the number of stays during a determined time

period. We claim that impulsive deciders stop considerably more often than extensive de-

ciders. In contrast to impulsive deciders, extensive deciders focus their attention on only
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few items. They will identify a product group and concentrate on the according shelf.

We defined the types of decision behavior as referring to the customers’ overall behavior in

the supermarket. The question now is how to react to each type of purchase decider. Exem-

plary sources of the fundamentals upon which we based the following ideas are [KRW03]

and [KRE04]. We chose five recommendation parameters which must be adapted to the

respective decider:

The type of product. We distinguish between an absolutely new product (innovation),

a substitute of a new brand, a discount offer and any cross-selling product discovered

through association rule mining. Habitual buyers will be most attracted by discount offers,

unknown products like innovations will be risky for them. Impulsive purchasers will be

particularly open to strong stimuli which could be represented by new products or discount

offers. Extended and limited deciders are generally open to all kinds of products.

The level of detail. Every purchase decision class is linked with a different ability of in-

formation reception. The latter depends on the according information need and cognitive

effort. Thus, short messages are advisable for impulsive and habitual buyers, whereas lim-

ited and extensive deciders will welcome detailed information.

Recommendation variety. If the person is thinking a lot about the purchase decision, as

it is the case with extensive and limited purchasers, too many different recommendations

of different products will be overcharging. Habitual and impulsive buyers may get more

recommendations to increase their interest.

Recommendation repetition. Extensive and limited deciders will probably get annoyed

by too many repetitions due to their cognitive involvement. With habitual and impulsive

purchasers, in contrast, repetitions are needed to accomplish learning effects.

Recommendation location. Sometimes it may be useful to the buyer to get advice at the

location he is currently staying at. This is especially the case with limited and extensive

deciders as they stand in front of a product shelf to choose out of a set of product alterna-

tives. Recommendation variety and repetition rate, again, depend on the shop’s size. The

latter determines where to set a boundary dividing the range into low and high analogously

to the way low and high speed is determined, for instance.

3.2 Integrating Purchase Decision Classes and Association Analysis

Using association analysis, the product shelves a customer is most likely to go to next can

be calculated based on the product shelves formerly visited. To determine which product

shelf is best suited, which exact product to recommend and how to present the recommen-

dation, the purchase decision class is needed. During a shopping session, the system will

work as follows: First, the customer will have to walk through the store until the system

has enough data to output a recommendation. If, for example, a customer, identified as a

habitual decider, is standing in front of a cheese shelf, the association analysis could reveal

that the best recommendation locations are the bread shelf and the soft drinks shelf. At the

bread shelf a discount offer is available, at the soft drinks shelf a product substitute and

any product the sales manager wants to promote are available. Since it is a habitual buyer,

the most suitable product is the discount offer, in this case the bread. The system will
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adapt the presentation modus to the purchase decider’s needs. Furthermore, the movement

characteristics are re-checked continually. If the behavior changes in a way such that the

purchase decision type also changes, the recommendation strategy has to be adapted.

4 Conclusion

We introduced a concept of a supermarket recommender system whose product sugges-

tions are not based on statistical patterns alone. Using position tracking data, the cus-

tomers’ current way of decision making is deduced to select the most suitable recommen-

dations from those calculated with association analysis. The purchase decision class also

determines how to best present a recommendation.

With our concept we suggest a novel combination of two different science fields, data

mining and economic psychology. Due to this novelty many new questions arise that have

to be answered: Will the customers accept a system that watches their moves and outputs

personalized advertisement all along their way through the shop? Is a deduction of buying

behavior from movement behavior really reliable? How to deal with possible error sources

like customers leaving their shopping carts, or idle times when people are stopping to have

a chat with a friend they have just met in the aisle? These questions can be answered

by field tests of a system prototype and by surveys. The recommendation quality can be

checked with the help of common indicators like accuracy and precision [AT05]. The aim

of this paper is to promote the idea of integrating causal relations and semantically inter-

pretable information into existing data mining technologies. Unfortunately, this has been

done too rarely with recommender systems. Our concept can be transferred to the Internet

as well, where even more data like mouse, scroll or keyboard events are available.
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Abstract: We analyze strategies available in current research according to their ability
to provide context-aware data distribution in heterogeneous and dynamic environments
as they start to emerge in the areas of ubiquitous computing. Therefore we define a
taxonomy to divide these strategies into distinct groups and analyze each group. We
identify to be solved problems for these groups and conclude that slim algorithms
without middleware that act on local information could very well provide context-
aware data distribution especially in these environments.

1 Introduction

Efficient data distribution from a data provider to a number of consumers has been re-

searched for different networked applications like peer-to-peer computing for the Internet

[MM02] and data distribution in sensor networks [HKB99].

The idea of context-awareness is reflected in newer approaches for data distribution. Here

data is distributed more efficiently utilizing context information as it is available in form

of metadata [HKN+05]. Data is therefore represented by an entity provided with context.

The entity is only valid in that context and must be manipulated to reflect another context.

The challenges of context-aware data distribution go beyond only efficiently distribution,

storage and retrieval of data but also need to consider how data can be manipulated to

match another context and be available for other applications.

A simple example is a sensor actuator network in a building that contains different tem-

perature sensors, temperature displays and a fire alarm station that can trigger fire-alarms.

The sensors provide temperature values as entities and the unit of measurement, location

information and time stamps as context. A temperature value is only valid in the provided

context and must be processed to fit another context. For example a value of degree Celsius

can be processed into a value of degree Fahrenheit and reflect a new context which in turn

can be understood by another temperature display. Another more complex manipulation

would transform three temperature values of more than 100 degrees Celsius from the same

room in a small time interval to a fire alarm for that level of the building.

The instructions that are used to process data to match another context we are going to call

a procedure with the term system-procedures for the set of all available procedures in the

system at a certain time point. The data, that can be manipulated by a certain procedure,
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is identified by its context or parts of its context.

In the following we describe the scenario for our analysis and give an overview of related

work. In the next section we introduce a novel set of requirements to characterize and

evaluate context-aware data distribution aproaches followed by an analysis of currently

available approaches in that field. In the last section we present conclusions and ideas for

future work.

1.1 Scenario

We assume a very heterogeneous and dynamic ensemble of nodes. Nodes are added and

removed and their connection points change without prior notice. Therefore no single node

knows the global topology of the ensemble and the system-procedures have to change

over time to adapt to changes in the ensemble. No uniform communication technology

exists that allows direct communication between all nodes. But we assume that at least

one communication path exists between any two nodes involving a number of forwarding

nodes. There is no central node in the ensemble where procedures can be entered, managed

and stored. The procedures are entered and extended in different places and must be kept

in a distributed way throughout the ensemble.

A field, that approximates our assumptions very well, are ambient intelligence systems

and ubiquitous computing [Wei99] with the initial example being just a tiny fraction of a

complete distributed system. The purpose of such a system is to assist the users in every

aspect to reduce the administrative part of their daily work. Therefore more sensors and

actuators are necessary as well as the integration of stationary and mobile computers into

the ensemble.

1.2 Related Work

Van Bunningen et al. [vBFA05] describe their vision of context for ubiquitous data man-

agement from a very user-centric perspective. They divide strictly between context as

information describing real objects measured by sensors and metadata as data about data.

They also divide between database side which delivers the data and sensor networks which

deliver the context. The question of how data is enriched with context and provided to

other systems or the user is not answered.

Feng et al. [FAJ04] divide in their vision of context-aware data management for ambient

intelligence between user-centric and environmental context. They do not take metadata

into account and do not provide any form of proactivity. Every information from the

context-aware data management system is queried by the user based on his current context.
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2 Context-Aware Data Distribution

For a distributed system to proactively provide the user with information and assistance,

it is important that the correct data is at the correct node at the correct time. This means

that every consumer receives the correct elements as efficient as possible. To provide this

behaviour, we define five requirements for context-aware data distribution: Completeness,

regularity, relevance, efficiency and flexibility. The first two are guarantees, that can either

be provided by a data distribution strategy or not and the last three are values between zero

and one that characterize the behaviour of a strategy.

If a data distribution algorithm can guarantee the delivery of every information that is

available in the distributed system or can be processed from available information utilizing

the system-procedures and that is required by a consuming node, it provides completeness.

Our initial example requires completeness for the fire alarm monitor. As soon as there are

enough temperature values to generate a fire alarm, that alarm must reach the monitor to

be able to exactly estimate the size of a fire.

Regularity is a weaker form of completeness where only one information for a given con-

text must be delivered. In the example, a temperature display does not need all temperature

values from a room but at least one in a given time interval and thus requires regularity

from the algorithm.

If a node is removed from a route from provider to all consumers, as provided by a data

distribution algorithm, and the data on that route would not reach all consumers anymore,

than that node is relevant. Now relevance is the average across all nodes of the number of

routes a node is relevant for over the number of routes it is involved in.

To express the efficiency of a data distribution algorithm, a link-metric [DPZ04] can be

used that mirrors the usage of resources along a chosen path. The sum of weights of all

links in a route can be put into ratio with that smallest sum possible for a valid route. Doing

this for all routes in average, we gain an efficiency value for that algorithm. The flexibility

of such an algorithm can be expressed by the sum of the weights on all routes for data

transmission in ratio to the sum of all links used by the algorithm for communication. An

algorithm that needs less communication to provide routes has a higher flexibility.

2.1 Context-Aware Data Distribution Strategies

Table 1 shows a simple two-dimensional taxonomy to divide data distribution approaches

into six abstract classes. One dimension, the rows in the table, differs between the two

possible data flow approaches push (data transmission without prior request) and pull (data

transmission upon request). The second dimension, the columns, maps the number of
communication steps involved in the procedure of sending data, direct data transmission

(one step), registration at and data transmission through a middleware (two steps) as well

as registration and address lookup at a middleware followed by direct data transmission

(three steps).
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Table 1: Two dimensional taxonomy to classify different data distribution strategies. The → rep-
resents the flow of information with S being the information Source, D the Destination and M a
Middleware acting as intermediary.

direct approaches middleware based approaches descriptionone step two steps three steps

push

“Natural” “Register” “Destination Lookup” class name
D → M D → M registration step

S → M → S lookup step
S → D S → M → D S → D data transmission step

pull

“Request” “Query” “Source Lookup” class name
S → M S → M registration step

D → M → D lookup step
D → S → D D → M → D D → S → D data transmission step

Representatives of the “natural” approach are flooding algorithms [ZF06]. They provide a

very high flexibility acting on local information only and require no additional communi-

cation. They allow regularity and completeness if desired. The disadvantage of flooding

algorithms is a very low relevance and therefore a low efficiency because all data is sent

to every node independent of whether it is needed there or not.

In sensor databases [LZZ06] the “request” approach is utilized. The relevance is higher

because only requests are flooded and there are less requests than replies in sensor net-

works. Through publish/subscribe methods the number of request can be further reduced

with the risk to loose data if the systems topology changes. Data aggregation on the flow

is also provided for such algorithms [SS04]. However, distributed context-awareness is

not possible through this approach because the consumer must request all data and pro-

cedures to generate the information it needs and therefore needs to know all available

system-procedures.

The “register” class of approaches is represented by publish/subscribe systems in cur-

rent research which provide distributed registries [YZH07] and context-awareness [FR07].

These approaches provide a much higher relevance and efficiency because no flooding is

necessary anymore. However they rely on a structured middleware which needs to be

consistent at all times and therefore lowers the flexibility significantly.

The same goes for “query” approaches like tuple-spaces which are also provided in a

distributed form [JXJY06] and with context-awareness [PBC05]. They additionally rely

on polling and therefore are less efficient and provide no proactivity.

The “lookup” approaches are represented by most modern peer-to-peer systems [MM02]

because the principle is very efficient in the distribution of large entities with very few

context information like files in a homogeneous network environment like the Internet.

Both are not provided by our scenario and therefore “lookup” approaches are very ineffi-

cient here and suffer from the same problem as the “request” approaches because context-

awareness can not be implemented in a middleware that does only store the context but

not the entities.

Table 2 summarizes the analysis of all classes and presents the requirements for our sce-

nario in the last column. The most important requirements are flexibility and the ability

to process data according to context in communication. The efficiency of the data distri-
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Table 2: Comparative evaluation of data distribution approaches: + + perfectly possible; + possible
but not provided in all heterogeneous and dynamic environments; - provided only in special envi-
ronments; - - not provided at all; NYA - not yet available; NDR - no distributed realization possible.

Requirement “Natural” “Request” “Register” “Query” “Lookup” Scenario Requirements

Completeness + + + + + + +

Regularity + + + + + + +

Relevance � 1 < 1 ∼ 1 ∼ 1 ∼ 1 < 1
Efficiency � 1 < 1 < 1 � 1 � 1 < 1
Flexibility ∼ 1 < 1 � 1 � 1 � 1 ∼ 1

Context-awareness NYA NDR + + + + NDR + +

bution strategies and therefore the relevance of received information elements should be

considerably high to spare resources. The system should be able to guaranty regularity

and completeness for situations where it is needed.

3 Conclusion

Concluding from the analyzed requirements a very good approach currently available to

realize context-aware data distribution in our scenario lies in the “register” class of strate-

gies. However the overhead generated by keeping a middleware consistent prevent such

a strategy from fulfilling the high requirements in flexibility. We therefore target to im-

prove relevance and efficiency of approaches from the “natural” class by utilizing context-

information. We also target to provide these strategies with means of in communication

data processing to create slender algorithms for context-aware data distribution based on

local information in heterogeneous and dynamic device ensembles.
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1 Abstract

Within the recent years, IDMA, a special form of CDMA, has received considerable at-
tention as a promising approach for next generation wireless systems. In IDMA each user
is assigned a unique interleaver in order to separate the different users. Unfortunately,
their separation requires multiuser detection (MUD) techniques, which were so far viewed
as a costly option. However, with the progress in iterative processing techniques, low-
complexity MUD techniques have attracted a lot of attention in IDMA receiver design.
In this contribution different IDMA system concepts are studied and compared in terms
of performance and complexity.The performance investigations are carried out by both
computer simulations as well as EXIT charts.

2 Introduction

The requirements for transmission capacity for speech, data and multimedia information
will probably increase continuously in the future. With the limitation of available resources
such as transmit power or bandwidth, the demand to increase the spectral efficiency of fu-
ture transmission systems is clearly recognizable. Within the last years a new possibility to
increase the capacity and quality of wireless transmission has been highlighted: Systems
with multiple transmit and receive antennas have been developed and form multiple-input
multiple-output systems (MIMO) (HTW03). They can be seen as a promising approach to
increase both the achievable capacity and integrity of wireless systems. However, nearly
at the same time, another technique called IDMA has attracted a lot of attention. Here,
the separation of the different users is done by unique interleavers, which require cost-
intensive multiuser detection techniques at the receiver side. This makes IDMA a con-
siderable candidate for the Uplink. In order to reduce the resource requirements at the
basestation, different low-complexity MUD solutions have been introduced in (EBBS98)
and (PLWL03).

IDMA inherits many advantages from CDMA (PLWL03) such as diversity against fading
and mitigation of the worst-case other-cell user interference problem. Some analysis of
IDMA with different detectors and decoders have been done in (LP06) and (VKMP04).
A comparison between IDMA and other multiple access schemes in terms of the bit-error
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Figure 1: IDMA transmitter structure.

rate were done in (KB05).

The main idea of IDMA is to separate every layer by interleaving the spreaded coded
information sequence with a unique interleaver. So, it is possible to transmit the different
layers at the same time in the same frequency and separate them on the receiver side.

IDMA is strongly related to DS-CDMA. It was shown in (KB05) that with increasing num-
ber of iterations IDMA performs better in approaching the single user bound in AWGN
channels. It even outperforms DS-CDMA in multipath channels and in near far scenarios
in the first iteration.

The disadvantage of IDMA is the higher numerical calculation effort on the receiver side.
This can be disregarded if the receiver possess enough capacity, i.e. a basestation for
example. Thus IDMA should be preferred over DS-CDMA in mobile communication
environments especially in the uplink area.

The considered system model is introduced in chapter 3. This includes the IDMA-trans-
mitter and receiver as well as the channel assumptions. Furthermore, the different receiver
modifications are investigated in order to achieve a better performance and/or stability in
the iterative interference cancellation process. Chapter 4 gives a short introduction in the
EXIT-chart analysis, which is used for the performance study and the results in chapter 5.

3 System model

The structure of the considered system model is depicted in Fig. 1. The layer-specific
binary information sequence uk ε{0, 1}Nu×1 (with k = {1, · · · ,K}) of the length Nu

is encoded with a non-systematic, non-recursive convolutional encoder of the rate Rcc
c ,

resulting in the coded information sequence ck ε{0, 1}Nc×1. This sequence will then be
spread using a repetition code of rate Rrc

c resulting in the sequence dk ε{0, 1}Nd×1. Fi-
nally, this sequence will be interleaved using a pseudo random interleaver and results in the
sequence ik ε{0, 1}Nd×1. Each layer k has its unique interleaver Πk in order to separate
the different users, whereby the layer-specific interleavers are assumed to be known at the
receiver side. After BPSK symbol mapping, the layer-specific sequence ik ε{0, 1}Nd×1 is
mapped onto the sequence xk ε{+1,−1}Nd×1. These layer-specific sequences are trans-
mitted synchronously over an AWGN channel.

The transmitted layer-specific sequences xk ε{+1,−1}Nd×1 result in the received signal
y, which can be composed of the layer-specific parts as follow

y =
K∑

k=1

xk + n . (1)
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Figure 2: IDMA receiver structure

Based on the non-orthogonal signatures, multi-layer interference is still feasible. Different
receivers are known from the literature (e. g. successive (SIC) and parallel (PIC) interfer-
ence cancellation) (EBBS98), (Hag96) et al.. Applying a turbo-detection scheme, consist-
ing of a SIC or PIC unit, seems to be a popular solution in order to separate the different
layer-specific signals. Within this process, soft-information, e. g. log likelihood ratios
(LLR’s) are exchanged between the multiuser detector (MUD) and the decoder (DEC).

The multiuser detector calculates the layer-specific a-posteriori LLR sequence L
(ν)
p,k(x̃k)

for each symbol, starting at the iteration ν = 1. Subtracting the a-priori LLR’s L
(ν)
a,k(x̃k)

from L
(ν)
p,k(x̃k) and deinterleaving the obtained extrinisic log likelihood ratios L

(ν)
e,k(x̃k)

will result in the a-priori LLR’s L
(ν)
a,k(d̃k) for the demultiplexer. After demultiplexing and

summing up the LLR’s over the repeated codesymbols, the decoder will generate hard-
decisions û

(ν)
K of the transmitted information sequence uk as well as soft-information

L
(ν)
p,k(c̃k), which will be fed back after repitition and interleaving as a-priori LLR’s L

(ν)
a,k(x̃k)

for the MUD. Thus, this information can be used to improve the layer-specific a-posteriori
LLR in the further detection process. The described algorithm can be applied in a succes-
sive or parallel interference cancellation unit.

Applying a SIC, all layers are processed iteratively. At the iteration ν, the layer k has
knowledge of all other layers from iteration ν − 1 and from all completed layers at the
current time instant. After processing the last layer K, the algorithm starts again with the
first layer.

In contrast to the SIC, using a PIC, layer k at iteration ν has only knowledge of all layers
from the previous ν − 1 iteration. So, every layer at iteration ν is processed on its own.
Both algorithms can be repeated as long as a certain stopping criteria is reached.

In this paper, three different receiver realizations were investigated.

The first receiver structure is depicted in Fig. 2, whereas the layer-specific a-priori infor-
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mation can be calculated according to:

L
(ν)
e,k(d̃k) = L

(ν)
p,k(d̃k) − L

(ν)
a,kd̃k) . (2)

Here, the extrinsic LLR’s L
(ν)
e,k(d̃k) are formed taking the symbols from the repeated code

symbols into account, instead of using the coded symbols. Since the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) after reversing the repetition of the coded symbols is higher then before, only a
fraction of the a-priori LLR value’s is subtracted in (2).

For the second receiver setup, the whole a-posteriori LLR’s from the decoder are feed back
as a-priori information for the detector resulting in L

(ν)
e,k(d̃k) = L

(ν)
p,k(d̃k). So, the MUD

will not only receive the extrinsic, but also the complete a-priori LLR’s from the decoder.

In contrast to receiver one and two, the third receiver passes only extrinsic LLR’s from the
decoder to the detector with L

(ν)
e,k(c̃k) = L

(ν)
p,k(c̃k) − L

(ν)
a,k(c̃k).

4 EXIT-Chart analysis

Analyzing serially concatenated codes with the bit error rate (BER) function, as applied
in the IDMA interference cancellation scheme, is a time consuming task. This is due to
the calculation complexity of the BER and the different behaviors of each detection and
decoder combinations. EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts by S. ten Brink in
(tB01) can give a good behavior estimation with the ability of subsequently calculate the
BER.

The basic idea behind EXIT-charts is the exchange of mutual information between the
components of a concatenated system. Therefore, the mutual information of the inner and
outer decoder have to be calculated.

This is done by following the approach of Stephan ten Brink in modelling the mutual in-
formation of the a-priori LLR’s at the decoder input and measuring the mutual information
of the extrinsic LLR’s at the decoder output. To do so, it is assumed that for large inter-
leavers the a-priori values remain fairly uncorrelated and the probability density functions
of the extrinsic output values approach Gaussian-like distribution with increasing number
of iterations (tB01).

An EXIT chart is now obtained by plotting the transfer characteristics for both the detector
and the decoder within a single diagram, where the axes have to be swapped for one of the
constituent decoders (tB01) (normally the outer one for serial concatenation).

It is clearly seen in Fig. 2, that the extrinsic mutual information Ie,k (xk;Le,k(x̃k)) of
layer k doesn’t only depend from the channel SNR, the system load β = K · Rrc

c and its
own a-priori information Ia,k (xk;La,k(x̃k)), but also from the a-priori information of all
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Figure 3: EXIT-chart with different multiuser detection algorithms

other layers. For simplicity, we will refer to the different mutual information as follow

IMUD
a,k = IMUD

a,k (xk;La,k(x̃k)) (3a)

IMUD
e,k = IMUD

e,k (xk;Le,k(x̃k)) (3b)

IDEC
a,k = IMUD

e,k (3c)

IDEC
e,k = IMUD

a,k . (3d)

Thus, the extrinsic mutual information of layer k, at the multiuser detection, is a function
of

IMUD
e,k = f

(
SNR, β, IMUD

a,1 , . . . , IMUD
a,K

)
. (4)

This will inevitably lead to a multidimensional EXIT-chart (NLW+07), (TNH06).

For PIC, all layers have nearly identical a-priori and extrinsic mutual information, which

makes it possible to utilize the mean mutual information I
MUD

a and I
MUD

e for the EXIT-
charts.

5 Results

The EXIT-chart in Fig. 3 shows the mean transfer charts of the different multiuser detectors
together with the different transfer charts of a half rate decoder with constraint length Lc =
3, generator polynomials in octal notation g1 = 58 and g2 = 78 and varied a-posteriori
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handling (different receiver implementations). The input and output of the decoder transfer
charts were swaped due to (3c) and (3d). It is seen that all suboptimal multiuser detection
implementations, except the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, will almost perform as good as
the optimal MAP criteria if β ≤ 1. The ESE as investigated by PING, (PLWL03) gives
a slightly better performance compared with the linear PIC described in (Kuh04). The
Max-Log-MAP multiuser detector will deliver less extrinsic information in the lower a-
priori information area assuming a low system load, e. g. β ≤ 1. With increasing a-
priori information it will improve and outperform other suboptimal MUD. With increasing
system load, e. g. β > 1, the performance of ESE and linear PIC decreased whereas the
Max-Log-MAP MUD shows a neglectable performance degradation (Vor07).

All three transfer charts of the implemented receivers were plotted in Fig. 3 together with
the different MUD algorithms. It is clearly seen, that receiver two is supposed to outper-
form the other implementations by the numbers of iterations for achieving the maximal
possible mutual information. However, measurements in (Vor07) have shown that this
modification is highly instable and unpredictable at a certain system load and SNR. This
is due to the fact, that a wrongly decoded information sequence is feed back with high
LLR values to the multiuser detector. Now, the MUD will return a wrong estimation of the
transmitted sequence in the next iteration or for the following layers. This will lead to an
overall wrong detection and decoding of the transmitted information sequences for every
layer. The third receiver delivers the best IDMA receiver strategy concerning the stability.
However the realization results in a poor performance since more iterations are needed
to achieve the maximal possible mutual information per layer and therewith the maximal
possible layer separation. Analyzing the convergence criteria of this receiver realization,
the information exchange between the detection and decoder is stopped early. This is due
to the fact that, in conjunction with a low SNR and high system load, the MUD transfer
chart will intersect the DEC transfer chart from receiver three sooner than for the other
implementations.

A good tradeoff between stability and performance delivers the first receiver. The detec-
tion and decoding scheme is quite as stable as for receiver three and the performance is
comparable with receiver two (Vor07).

6 Conclusion

It was shown that the EXIT-chart analysis is a good tool to predict the iterative interfer-
ence cancellation process within the IDMA detection and decoding scheme. This applies
especially for a PIC with a small system load and a high SNR. Alternating the receiver,
by the way the a-posteriori LLR’s from the decoder is handled, leads to a stabilization of
the system. This associates with the cost of performance loss by the numbers of iterations.
For this reason, the receiver introduced by Kusume in (KB05), represents a good tradeoff
between detection and decoding performance and stabilization.
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Abstract: Distributed MIMO technology has gained significant attention in industry
and academia recently, due to its ability to increase capacity drastically and its inherent
attribute of scalability for wireless mesh networks. In this paper we briefly overview
the concept of distributed MIMO and investigate the end-to-end ergodic channel ca-
pacity of a distributed MIMO multi-hop network. By formulating the resource alloca-
tion problem as a concave optimization problem, we are able to obtain the solution of
optimal power and bandwidth allocation in a very efficient way.

1 Introduction

In this paper an end-to-end scenario in a wireless multi-hop network is considered, where
a source communicates with the destination via a number of relays. In order to avoid in-
terference between the relaying hops, orthogonal access schemes like frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA) or time-division multiple access (TDMA) are usually used. How-
ever, it can be shown that both access schemes achieve the same capacities [2], so that only
FDMA will be considered for simplicity. At each relaying node the decode-and-forward
relaying protocol is applied, where the data will be first detected and decoded completely,
then re-encoded and transmitted to the next relaying nodes [3]. Recently, it was shown that
the channel capacity of a wireless mesh network can drastically be increased by applying
MIMO techniques with respect to spatially separated relaying nodes [1]. To this end, sev-
eral relays are used to form a virtual antenna array (VAA). The end-to-end connection is
therefore accomplished through a number of topologically imposed VAAs.

Since the data will be transmitted to the destination through a number of hops, an op-
timal resource allocation strategy should assign fractional power and bandwidth to each
hop such that the end-to-end capacity is maximized. In this paper the end-to-end ergodic
capacity for a distributed MIMO multi-hop network will be studied. With respect to an ap-
proximated expression of the ergodic capacity, we will derive the optimal resource (power
and bandwidth) allocation strategy for a given distributed MIMO multi-hop network. This
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strategy is shown to be of low complexity and to achieve near-maximum end-to-end er-
godic capacity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the concept of distributed
MIMO scheme is briefly overviewed. A concave optimization problem for maximizing
the end-to-end capacity is formulated in Section 3. Some results are presented in Section
4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Distributed MIMO Multi-hop Networks

A system model of a distributed MIMO multi-hop network is depicted in Figure 1, where a
source node communicates with a destination node via a number of relaying nodes. Some
spatially separated relaying nodes are formed into virtual antenna arrays (VAAs), which
allows to increase capacity by applying space-time processing techniques, e.g space-time
block codes [1]. For the further investigation a fixed network topology is assumed, i.e. the
task of combining nodes to a VAA is not considered. As the data is transmitted from the
source node through a number of VAAs to the destination node, such a network is referred
to as a distributed MIMO multi-hop network. Note that there is no receive cooperation but
only transmit cooperation between the relaying nodes of one VAA. In other words, each
node in kth VAA receives signals transmitted by the nodes in the (k − 1)th VAA, where
the signals are space-time encoded cooperatively. Thus, the transmission can be modeled
as a multiple-input single output (MISO) scheme. Note that the kth VAA serves as receive
antenna array at the kth hop while as transmit antenna array at the (k + 1)th hop.

MISO

Destination

1. Hop 2. Hop K. Hop

Source

®1®1
¯1¯1

®2®2
¯2¯2

®k®k
¯k¯k

®K®K
¯K¯K

h2;1h2;1

h2;2h2;2

h2;3h2;3

1.VAA 2.VAA (K-1)VAA

Figure 1: System model of distributed MIMO multi-hop networks

We summarize the encoding, relaying and decoding process for a given distributed MIMO
network topology shortly as follows,

• Source node: Broadcasts the data to the nodes of the first VAA with bandwidth
fraction α1 and power fraction β1.

• Relaying nodes at the kth hop: The data is decoded at each node at the kth VAA
and re-encoded according to a given space-time code of length T with bandwidth
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fraction αk (FDMA) and power fraction βk. All transmit nodes of one VAA use
same bandwidth and transmission power.

• Destination node: Finally, the data is space-time decoded.

To produce a mathematical representation of the distributed MIMO multi-hop system, let k

index the hop, tk, rk denote the number of the transmit nodes and the receive nodes within
the kth hop, respectively. Let Xk ∈ C

tk×T denote the space-time encoded signal matrix
from the tk nodes in the kth hop, then the received signal at the jth node yk,j ∈ C

1×T

can be represented by the equation

yk,j =
√

γkβkP

tk
hk,jXk + nk,j , (1)

where nk,j ∼ NC(0, N0) ∈ C
1×T is the Gaussian noise vector, P is the total power

available for the network and N0 is the power spectral density of the noise. The complex
channel realization from the transmit nodes to the jth receive node within the kth hop is
denoted as hk,j ∈ C

1×tk . The elements of hk,j obey the same uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading statistics, i.e. complex zero-mean circular symmetric Gaussian distribution with
variance 1. The pathloss at the kth hop is given by γk = ( 1

dk

)ε, where dk is the distance
between the transmit nodes and the receive nodes at the kth hop and ε denotes the pathloss
exponent within range of 2 to 5 for most wireless channels.

According to the relaying process discussed above, the optimization problem to maximize
the end-to-end ergodic capacity Ce2e results in finding the optimal bandwidth fraction
α∗ = [α∗

1, . . . , α
∗

K ]T and power fraction β∗ = [β∗

1 , . . . , β∗

K ]T where α∗

k, β∗

k ∈ [0, 1], k =
1, . . . , K that satisfy

(α∗,β∗) = arg max
α, β

Ce2e(α, β). (2)

Note that the Shannon capacity forms an upper bound and is therefore a useful measure-
ment of the performance of the distributed MIMO multi-hop system.

3 Maximization of End-to-end Channel Capacity

The ergodic capacity of a MIMO channel was elegantly derived by Telatar [4]. The Shan-
non capacity of a MISO system according to (1) can be expressed as

Ck,j = αkW Ehk,j

{
log2

(
1 + hk,jh

H
k,j

βkPγk

αktkWN0

)}
, (3)

where W denotes the total bandwidth of the system. The ergodic capacity of the kth hop is
dictated by the worst MISO channel Ck = min

j
(Ck,1, . . . , Ck,j , . . . , Ck,rk

). It is assumed

that the relaying nodes belonging to the same VAA are spatially sufficiently close as to
justify a common pathloss γk. Hence, each MISO system within the same hop has the
same ergodic capacity, so that Ck = Ck,j , ∀ j.
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Using log2(1 + x) ≈
√

x [5], the MISO channel capacity (3) can be approximated by

Ck,j ≈

√
βkPαkWγk

tkN0
Ehk,j

{√
hk,jh

H
k,j

}
=
√

βkPαkWγk

tkN0

Γ(tk + 1/2)
Γ(tk)

(4)

where hk,jh
H
k,j is a gamma distributed random variable with 2tk degrees of freedom. It

is well-known that Ehk,j

{√
hk,jh

H
k,j

}
= Γ(tk+1/2)

Γ(tk) holds [5], where Γ(·) denotes the

complete Gamma function. We now check the concavity of (4) in the joint arguments, the
power fraction βk and bandwidth fraction αk. For simplicity we describe (4) as

Ck =
√

βkPαkWγk

tkN0

Γ(tk + 1/2)
Γ(tk)

=
√

αkβk · A (5)

where A =
√

PWγk

tkN0

Γ(tk+1/2)
Γ(tk) . So that, the first-order partial derivatives, second-order

partial derivatives and second-order mixed derivatives of Ck with respect to αk, βk are
given as follows

∂ Ck

∂ αk

=
A

2

√
βk

αk

∂ Ck

∂ βk

=
A

2

√
αk

βk

∂2 Ck

∂ α2
k

= −
A

4

√
βk

αk
3/2

∂2 Ck

∂ β2
k

= −
A

4

√
αk

βk
3/2

∂2 Ck

∂ αk∂ βk

=
∂2 Ck

∂ βk∂ αk

=
A

4
√

αkβk

(6)

To show the concavity of the Ck, we note that (for αk > 0, βk > 0) the Hessian matrix is

∇2Ck(αk, βk) =

[
−A

4

√

βk

αk
3/2

A

4
√

αkβk

A

4
√

αkβk

−A
4

√
αk

βk
3/2

]

= −
A

4α
3/2
k β

3/2
k

[
β2

k −αkβk

−αkβk α2
k

]

= −
A

4α
3/2
k β

3/2
k

[
βk

−αk

] [
βk

−αk

]T

	 0

(7)

hence, Ck is proven to be jointly concave in the power faction βk and band fraction αk.

Due to decode-and-forward relaying protocol, the destination node can decode the signals
correctly if and only if the signals are correctly decoded at each hop. Thus, the end-to-end
ergodic capacity Ce2e is determined by the smallest capacity Ck [1]

Ce2e = min
k

(C1, . . . , Ck, . . . , CK). (8)
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Furthermore, the min function is concave and nondecreasing. According to the theory of
the concavity of a composition function [6], a composition function f(x) = h(g(x)) is
concave if h is concave and nondecreasing, and g is concave. Here, f is Ce2e, h is the min
function, g is Ck. Clearly, Ce2e is jointly concave in (α, β). Then, a concave optimization
problem for maximizing the end-to-end channel capacity can be formulated as follows

maximize Ce2e = min
k

(C1, . . . , Ck, . . . , CK)

subject to
K∑

k=1

βk = 1 and
K∑

k=1

αk = 1.
(9)

With the total power and total bandwidth constraints, increasing any one capacity Ck in-
evitably reduces the others. The minimum is therefore maximized if all capacities Ck, ∀ k

are equated, i.e. C1 = C2 = · · · = CK . By using the constraints in (9) and the approxi-
mation (4) a simple expression of the optimal bandwidth and power fraction follows

αk = βk =

√
dε

kGk∑K

m=1

√
dε

mGm

, (10)

where Gm = Γ(tm)
√

tm

Γ(tm+1/2) is introduced for convenience. It can be shown that Gk ≈ 1
holds [7] and consequently a suboptimal but simpler solution of the power and bandwidth
fraction can be obtained

αk = βk ≈

√
dε

k∑K

m=1

√
dε

m

, (11)

which only depends on the distances dk.

4 Results

In order to analyze the proposed optimization strategy, a distributed MIMO multi-hop sys-
tem consisting of 5 hops with [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1] denoting the number of nodes per VAA is
investigated. The distances between the hops are [1, 1, 2, 2, 1] km. Figure 2 shows the
ergodic capacity for different resource allocation strategies. We can see that the opti-
mized power and bandwidth allocation according to (10) for the distributed MIMO system
clearly outperforms the equal power and bandwidth allocation (αk = βk = 1

K
, ∀ k), the

traditional SISO multi-hop transmission (tk = rk = 1, ∀ k) and the direct transmission
(the source node communicates with destination node directly without any relaying nodes).
Note that even the suboptimal solution based on (11) achieves near-optimum performance.

Table 1 shows the optimal power and bandwidth fraction according to the closed form
solution (10). The same results can also be achieved by applying common optimization
tools for (9). We can see, that hops with large distance require more power and bandwidth
than others.
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Figure 2: Ergodic channel capacity of a distributed MIMO multi-hop network for different resource
allocation strategies. Network topology: 5 hops with nodes assignment [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1] per VAA
and distance d = [1, 1, 2, 2, 1] km, pathloss exponent ε = 3.

Hop 1. Hop 2. Hop 3. Hop 4. Hop 5. Hop
Distance 1 km 1 km 2 km 2 km 1 km
Fractions αk = βk 0.1263 0.1189 0.3250 0.3175 0.1124

Table 1: Power and band fraction according to (10).

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have briefly introduced the concept of distributed MIMO schemes, which
allows the application of MIMO capacity enhancement techniques over spatially adjacent
nodes. A concave optimization problem has been formulated for optimal resource al-
location to maximize the end-to-end capacity of distributed MIMO multi-hop networks.
Finally, we demonstrate that the optimal resource allocation strategy leads to a strong in-
crease in ergodic capacities.
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Abstract: The requirements for I/O hardware components become increasingly de-
manding both in performance and in functionality leading to highly complex imple-
mentations, difficult to test and to upgrade. In this paper we use a C-written model
of an InfiniBand Host Channel Adapter and use it to evaluate both the use of a high
level language to model a complex ASIC design and the actual design. With the model
we are able to illustrate the strengths and identify the bottlenecks of our architectural
choices leading to early architectural changes and a more performant hardware design.

1 Introduction

Designing and testing an I/O ASIC has become a very cumbersome task due to a number of

factors, including compliance to standards, performance and functionality requirements,

future-proofness, cost and time-to-market constraints. Prior knowledge of the implemen-

tation effects of architectural choices of any design is of high value, making the use of

system simulators an attractive option. Yet, one has to be very careful in the choices and

the interpretation of the results.

In this paper we describe our enhancements to an InfiniBand Host Channel Adapter (IB

HCA) model and evaluate its performance. With the first generation of InfiniBand adapters

available today and improved versions on the way, it is fundamental to analyze existing

implementations in order to detect bottlenecks and evaluate possible architectural alterna-

tives in order to keep up with the ever increasing demands in link speed and quality of

service already specified in the next version of the InfiniBand Architecture [Ass02].

The scope of this work is therefore aimed at providing a basis for further analysis of an In-

finiBand host channel adapter by extending an existing model to comply as far as possible

with the standard and to architectural choices based on implementation efficacies.

The HCA model used is written in C and embedded in a full system PowerPC simulation

environment. Thereby we show the advantages and possibilities offered by today’s system

simulation environments that make them most attractive not only for software develop-
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ment and system on chip simulations but also development of complex IO ASICs.

The simulation speed of the abstract event driven system simulator is seen as more apt to

running extensive simulations than a VHDL-simulator. Yet the biggest advantage of this

approach is the ease of implementing architectural changes. In the C-model changes to the

system architecture can be realized more easily and rapidly than in VHDL.

Using the model we were able to make a competent decision on selecting between proces-

sor bus access schemes, identify sources of contention and propose alternative architectural

options leading to performance improvement with respect to transmit rate. Having such

input as early as the design phase is among the greatest benefits of implementing such

models.

The paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we briefly present the state-of-the art in

system simulators and detail the system simulator we use to model an HCA based on IB

architecture that we overview in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe our architectural

choices, our model and the extensions we made. Performance evaluation results are il-

lustrated and discussed in Section 5. We conclude the paper with directions for further

improvements in Section 6.

2 System simulators

Long before major processor vendors like IBM with their ”systemsim” line of PowerPC

[IBM07a] and Cell [IBM07b] system simulators and SUN with SAM (SPARC architec-

tural model [Mic07]) for the T1 processor started offering full system simulation envi-

ronments for their processors, system simulators were developed for hard- and software

development. One of the first to appear was the SimOS [Sta07] simulator that was also

used as basis for IBM’s systemsim simulator. Simics [MCE+02] and M5 [BHR03] are

two other successful full system simulators that were developed over the past supporting

different processor architectures and operating systems while offering also networking ca-

pabilities.

With the ever increasing cost and complexity for testing enhancements in software and

hardware for new processor and other functional units’ generations, the trend goes to-

wards using full system simulators for these tasks. The simulators differ especially in the

degree of abstraction which is always a trade-off between simulation accuracy and per-

formance. Therefore it is essential to select the most suitable carefully dependent on the

actual requirements.

There are many advantages in favor of full system simulators. First of all they offer the

possibility of pre-hardware software development. Using system simulators with an ap-

propriate hardware-model allows software development, debugging and tuning in parallel

to the development of the real hardware and thus development cycle times can be reduced

considerably. Writing abstract models for a simulation environment can also ameliorate

the architecture definition and help in hardware verification, the first by admitting fast and

easy implementation of alternative designs or detecting problems beforehand, the second

by extraction of traces and test cases for individual units that can be used for test benches

for VHDL or Verilog code. Another interesting aspect is that system simulation environ-
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ments allow for much more visibility and analysis in existing hardware. The simulation

environment used in this work for example permits extensive analysis of pipeline effects,

cache hit-rates, processor-internal operations during instruction execution and many other

parameters. Last but not least a system simulator can be very convenient especially for

software developers since they no longer need the real hardware to develop applications,

lowering development costs and possibly attracting a broader community.

2.1 The Mambo system simulator

The utilized simulation environment called Mambo [BPS03] is an IBM proprietary full-

system simulation toolset for the PowerPC architecture. It is completely written in the C

programming language. Therefore it can be run on many platforms and operating systems,

including Linux, AIX and MacOS-X.

The simulator supports the PowerPC 970 64-bit processor [IBM07a] as well as numerous

32-bit derivates, notably 405, 440 and 750. It is not limited to a certain system complexity

but is rather expandable to simulate even supercomputer-like systems such as BlueGene/L

[BPS03] and can be easily adopted for newer processor designs like the Cell [IBM07b]

processor.

Speaking of system simulators it is important to distinguish between simulated and real

hardware. Therefore the PowerPC system simulated by Mambo on top of the simulation

stack in Figure 1 can be entitled ”virtual” whereas the computer system on which the sim-

ulation runs, forming the basis of the simulation stack, is the ”real” system.

The foundation of the simulation environment is an event driven system simulator provid-

ing supplementary C functionality to facilitate modeling hardware, that is different func-

tional units working independently from each other, such as synchronization calls and

resource-gating. Furthermore, different clock-domains, in our setup as shown in Figure

2 the PowerPC, the bus and the HCA, can be handled very conveniently by defining the

slower clocks as fractions of the fastest. This allows for easy analysis of the impact of

changing clock-speeds without the need to adapt the interfacing between clock-domains

since it is handled by the system simulator.

The systemsim simulation environment has even some more distinct features. For most

processors it offers two different simulation modes: simple and tempo. The simple mode

simulates a purely functional model, executing one instruction per cycle, whereas the

tempo mode can be used for accurate timing and power analysis. Therefore this model

takes into account pipeline effects as well as cache dependencies. Switching between the

two modes is possible during simulation runs, offering the possibility to advance to a cer-

tain position in program code taking advantage of the faster simulation of the simple mode

and then switching to tempo mode for both accurate timing and power analysis. Further-

more single events can be tracked back to their origin both in source and assembly code.

Another great advantage in this respect is the repeatability of simulations by the use of the

same seed. The combination of these two features facilitates the task of finding a failure

since simulation runs can be repeated accurately and by using different seeds, first conclu-

sions about the origin of the failure can be drawn. More information on Mambo can be
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found in [BPS03] and [SBP+03].

The HCA model is integrated in the full system simulator. For our study the environment

Figure 1: Simulation environment stack

includes a 64-bit PowerPC core with main memory, system bus and the actual host channel

adapter. There exist numerous configuration possibilities for all aspects of the simulated

system as well as analysis tools. The main advantage of this setup is that it offers the

possibility to run test cases for analyzing the host channel adapter model directly in a

Linux-environment running on the simulated processor and providing an API to access

the host channel adapter functionality. As will be seen in the presentation of the Infini-

Band Architecture and the HCA model, the InfiniBand Architecture is very complex since

it covers four layers, from the physical to the transport, of the OSI model and provides

various protection mechanisms. Therefore the host channel adapter has to be correctly

set up for running tests on it which requires much interaction between the user and the

device. This process is greatly alleviated through the use of the Linux driver compared to

a VHDL- or SystemC-model which would both require the initialization and handling of

requests from the channel adapter in a testbench.

As the ultimate motive of this work is being able to test alternatives to the system architec-

ture, it is desirable to have quickly changeable interfaces between different units. C offers

this possibility because interfacing is mainly implemented by passing structures containing

all necessary data whereas VHDL-models use data-buses complicating changes in archi-

tecture as well as monitoring process data.

One drawback is that the behavior of state machines cannot be modeled in all detail. With

regard to the complexity of the InfiniBand Architecture however, interdependencies be-

tween different units and system memory has much bigger effect on the system perfor-

mance compared to the single state machine delays. Therefore, altogether the C-model’s

advantages greatly outweigh its deficiencies.

For this work we use a setup as displayed in Figure 2. The Mambo system simulator runs

Figure 2: Mambo-HCA setup
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on a x86-based Linux computer. The testcases for analysis and performance evaluation use

a Linux host channel adapter driver (HCAD) for interfacing the HCA and are executed in

the Linux OS running on the simulated PowerPC within the system simulator. An external

loopback is provided in order to test both the send and receive processing. The loopback

can be either local or on a remote computer. In our further work we envisage therefore

extending this setup to multiple simulated systems interconnected with each other since

our current setup implies high correlation between send and receive side operations.

3 InfiniBand Architecture overview

InfiniBand is a high-performance serial computer bus intended for both internal and exter-

nal connections. Due to its high bandwidth and low latency, combined with low processor

load, it is mainly used as external link in High Performance Computing (HPC) environ-

ments such as clusters and mainframes. It can be paralleled to high-speed interconnects

such as Myrinet, Quadrics [LCJW+03] and SCI [HR99].

The InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) is based on a point-to-point switched I/O fabric and

was intended for two major interconnect environments:

• Module-to-module connection in systems (for example through add-in slots)

• Chassis-to-chassis in a data-centre environment

It therefore defines both reliable and unreliable messaging (send and receive) for datagram-

and connection-oriented communication and memory manipulation (remote DMA) with-

out software intervention in the data movement path using zero-copy mechanisms.

The InfiniBand Architecture defines a System Area Network (SAN) for connecting mul-

tiple independent processor platforms (i.e. host processor nodes), I/O platforms and I/O

devices (see Figure 3). The IBA SAN is a communication and management infrastructure

supporting both I/O and inter processor communication for one or more computer systems.

An IBA system is thus suitable for small servers with one processor and a few I/O devices

as well as for massively parallel supercomputer installations.

Connection to the SAN is established through so-called Channel Adapters (CA). There

are two types of channel adapters defined: Host Channel Adapters (HCAs) and Target

Channel Adapters (TCAs). The HCA provides a consumer interface with all the function-

ality specified by the IBA whereas IBA does not specify the semantic of the consumer

interface for a TCA. HCAs are therefore mainly used for connecting single processors or

processor nodes to an InfiniBand fabric whereas TCAs are used for I/O units such as stor-

age devices and InfiniBand-bridges where the full InfiniBand functionality is not required.

The channel adapter, schematically shown in Figure 4 provides multiple instances of the

communication interface to its consumers in the form of queue pairs (QP) (a), comprised of

a send (c) and receive (b) queue. Consumer work requests having the form of Work Queue

Elements (WQE) are queued up thereupon which the hardware processes autonomously,

similar to the virtual interface architecture (VIA) [CC97]. Work queue elements don’t con-

tain the messages but rather pointers to the message location in main memory and what to
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Figure 3: IBA System Area Network (SAN)

do with it. The queue elements stay in system memory until the channel adapter is able to

begin processing. Work queues are always created in pairs, therefore the name Queue Pair

(QP), one for send operations and one for receive operations. In general, the send work

queue holds instructions that cause data to be transferred between the consumer’s mem-

ory and another consumer’s memory, and the receive work queue holds the instructions

about where to place data that is received from another consumer. A QP can therefore be

characterised as a bi-directional message transport engine that can be directly accessed by

the user without operating system interference. Each consumer can create as many QPs

as necessary. In spite of QPs sharing the same Queue Pair Context (QPC), the send and

receive queue can partly differ in their initialization. The Queue Pair Context contains

information such as the service type of the queue pair and the addresses of the according

send and receive queue in main memory.

There is a third type of queues, called Completion Queue (CQ). Completion queues are

Figure 4: InfiniBand communication

created separately from QPs, that encapsulate send and receive queues, and have an own

Completion Queue Context (CQC). Transactions, no matter if send or receive, can be con-

figured to create a Completion Queue Element (CQE) on the completion queue specified

in the QP context for signaling work-completion to the system.
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4 The Host Channel Adapter Model

4.1 Architectural choices

An initial C-model of an InfiniBand compliant HCA was written to facilitate driver and

software development. We based our work on this model and extended it as explained in

section 4.3. The implementation is dataflow oriented and based on following architectural

decisions:

The model is connected to the PowerPC over a single bus which is shared by all host

channel adapter units.

The packet processing reflects the dataflow of the InfiniBand Architecture. Thus it is

divided into send side and receive side processing, complementing the send queue and the

receive queue of a queue pair, independent from each other.

There is a number of resources needed by both the send and receive side, notably the

queue pair context (QPC), the address translation (AT) and the completion queues (CQ).

Therefore those units are implemented as single shared resources.

Two ports, shared between send and receive side, are used for connecting to the InfiniBand

SAN.

All queues are implemented as circular buffers that reside in main memory. Only a small

part of the contexts is cached in the host channel adapter, the others reside in a backing-

store in main memory.

4.2 The architecture in detail

The full architecture of the HCA model that was developed under the requisites presented

above is shown in Figure 5.

The bus unit is the main communication interface between the host channel adapter and

the PowerPC-memory compound. All memory accesses both in read and write are ac-

complished through this unit for all queue and data accesses. However, the host channel

adapter configuration registers are accessed directly by C-functions in this model. The

whole host channel adapter functionality can be configured through these registers as well

as the setup of new queue pairs, completion queues and event queue contexts. The struc-

ture of the configuration registers is modelled as it would be designed in hardware, that

is all registers are implemented with a width of 64-bit and bits and bit-strings hold the

configuration data.

The WQE-dispatcher has several functions in the model. First of all it is called to notify the

host channel adapter hardware about new WQEs attached to a QP. All ports instantiated

in the model feature a work-list for each supported service level (SL), a facility to allocate

different connection priorities for different QPs. Queue pairs with outstanding work are

attached to one of those lists according to the port and service level configuration in the

queue pair context. The WQE-dispatcher checks that the QP does not still reside on the

list from previous additions and attaches the QP to the list. Another function is comprised

in the WQE-dispatcher for QP scheduling. It determines which QP will be processed next
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by a send queue processor, based on SL arbitration mechanisms. Every time a send queue

processor finishes work on a QP, it calls the scheduler in order to check for outstanding

work.

The QP context is essential for most units of the host channel adapter since all process-

ing tasks depend on the configuration of the QPs. Because of the InfiniBand Architecture

defining a very large number of QPs, most of them would be stored in system-memory

or external backing store while only recently used ones reside in a limited on-chip cache.

The C model on the contrary is implemented without backing store at the moment and

uses only a limited number of QP contexts.

The address translation unit (ATU) is essential for the host channel adapter to provide vir-

tual addressing necessary for memory protection mechanisms specified by the IBA.

The send queue processor (SQP) as one of the main two units responsible for the perfor-

Figure 5: HCA model structure

mance of the host channel adapter can be instantiated several times in order to improve

latency and throughput of the system. It waits for the WQE dispatcher to indicate out-

standing work. Through calling the QP scheduler integrated in the WQE dispatcher, it

receives the QP it has to work on. Since the send queue processor will affect changes

to the queue pair context, every QP may only be active in one send queue processor at a

time. Therefore higher bandwidth for a communication channel can only be achieved by

using different queue pairs, preferably attached to different ports. Each send queue proces-

sor is essentially the same and can handle any service type as well as RDMA operations.

Processing begins with the fetch of the first WQE from the QP’s send list. The WQE es-

sentially contains a data descriptor with data address and length. In order to translate the

given address into a real memory address the send queue processor calls the address trans-

lation unit. Afterwards the packet processing can begin. The data that is to be transferred

is fetched from main memory over the bus, the header generated and CRC checksums cal-

culated. After finishing with all send related operations the send queue processor submits

a completion queue element to the completion queue processor for the completion queue

specified in the queue pair context. After a specified number of transmitted data bytes, the
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processing of WQEs is interrupted in order to check for outstanding work on other queue

pairs and service levels.

The receive queue processor (RQP) being the other unit mainly defining the host chan-

nel adapter’s performance can be as well instantiated several times. It waits for wakeup

calls from the port to begin processing of incoming packets. Those are checked for cor-

rect header setup and further processed if the check passes successfully. Subsequently the

receive queue processor calls the ATU to translate the memory address specified in the

next WQE on the receive queue of the QP indicated by the received packet. In contrast

to send queue processors, receive queue processors keep working on the same queue pair

as long as packets are available for it in the receive buffer in order to speed up processing

by avoiding context changes and blocking of the input buffers. Still the queue pair context

architecture restricts the use of a queue pair in only one receive queue processor.

The number of physical ports is another degree of freedom in the system with the only

restriction that there has to be at least one. Common host channel adapters provide one or

two ports. The model used in this work uses two ports for establishing the loopback. The

port-speed complies with a 12-lane double data rate InfiniBand link with 60 Mbps and is

monitored to assure realistic transmission rates and estimate system speeds for different

testcases.

The completion queue processor plays a crucial part for the whole host channel adapter. In

our model, all work requests, send and receive, create a completion queue element through

this unit in order to notify the system of work completions. Therefore in larger host chan-

nel adapter systems with a fair amount of send queue processors and receive queue proces-

sors instantiated, the completion queue manager will have to handle all requests quickly

enough in order not to block the queue processors which would have a negative impact

on the system performance. The completion queue processor takes the requests from the

queue processor for completion queue element posts, creates a completion queue element

and attaches it to the specified completion queue in main memory.

Summarizing the features of the model presented above, it offers a scalable architecture

for send and receive side processing by providing the possibility to instantiate send and

receive queue processors several times. The available connection bandwidth can as well

be scaled by using more ports. The control units on the other hand are shared and limited

to one instance for each.

4.3 Extensions

The host channel adapter model used was originally written for developing and testing the

driver for an InfiniBand host channel adapter. It implements the architectural choices made

but is mainly focused on correct data structures and data flow. Furthermore it originally

used only one send and receive queue processor. For analyzing the architecture as it would

be available in real hardware and evaluate its performance, we therefore enable the use of

multiple send and receive queue processors and extend the model with necessary control

flow elements.

The original HCA model for example correctly implements the functionality of the com-
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pletion queue processor but neglects that there is only one such unit present in the system.

Thus receive or send queue processors can post a completion queue element at the same

time. We consequently adapt the model in order to queue CQE post requests up and

process them sequentially. The same scenario is possible for most units and we ensure

therefore, first of all, that every unit in the model can handle only one request from other

units at a time just like in real hardware. Other requestors are kept waiting meanwhile and

are served sequentially.

In order to be as flexible as possible for further extensions, we introduce an arbitration for

the CQ-processor which features two advantages:

On the one hand the implementation reflects a realistic hardware model, i.e. only one SQP

or RQP can post a CQE at a time and meanwhile other SQPs and RQPs ready to post a

CQE have to wait until the completion queue processor is able to process their request.

On the other hand the implementation is held flexible, offering the possibility to test the

impact of architectural changes. It therefore allows testing different scheduling algorithms

such as load-balancing between SQPs and RQPs as well as instantiating multiple comple-

tion queue processors. For this work these capabilities are not yet exploited and the HCA

model used complies with the model shown in Figure 5.

With respect to the performance evaluation, we introduce an identification structure for the

different units throughout the model. Especially since SQPs and RQPs can be instantiated

several times they have to be clearly distinguishable in order to track requests back to the

originator. In the course of these changes a general identifier structure is inserted that can

eventually be extended for monitoring purposes as well.

With the addition of those control flow elements, the C model behavior is comparable to a

behavioral VHDL model. Delays integrated in the different units can be used and adapted

in order to simulate processing times as well as to test how changes of these delays will

affect the system performance.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Monitoring

Because of the asynchronous interface to the HCA through queues and the arbitration

mechanisms implemented in hardware, the host channel adapter is a self-contained sys-

tem. Therefore, external monitoring, for example in the Linux-kernel, does not suffice for

analyzing the HCA model since it does not offer much insight about internal mechanisms

and dependencies.

Analyzing the model architecture, due to the dataflow oriented architecture, send queue

and receive queue processors are dependant on all other units, called subunits in the se-

quel, while defining the performance of the HCA. The minimum time to send or receive

a packet consists of the time it takes to fetch a WQE over the bus, get the according QP

context from the CQ-manager, translate the address contained in the WQE using the ATU,

fetch data from memory or write it and finally post a completion queue element. The

optimal performance is achieved with no wait times during the requests to the different
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subunits. However, with several SQPs and RQPs instantiated and the correct implementa-

tion of the control flow, contention for these supplementary units jeopardizes the system

performance.

Analysis of the HCA model architecture is therefore established by gathering important

data of the system, especially idle and active times as well as the originator of the request

for the subunits. Using these, the average usage is calculated for fast evaluation of its de-

gree of utilization. Furthermore every work queue element is tracked during processing,

recording the times elapsing while the handling SQP or RQP has to wait for the different

subunits. Comparing the total processing time to the smallest possible indicates the over-

all degree of contention and the trace allows for determining where it takes place and how

important it is.

5.2 Testcase setup

The first performance tests of the host channel adapter model are carried out using the

host channel adapter driver written for the original model. In the present performance

evaluation we concentrated on generic single packet size traffic. Each testcase uses one

packet size and six queue pairs in order to be able to fully load an HCA model with six

send queue and receive queue processors instantiated in it. One queue pair per send-

receive queue processor pair is necessary since one queue pair can only be active in one

send queue processor and one receive queue processor at a time. The traffic is artificial

but seems appropriate to identify hot spots in the system architecture while verifying the

changes to the control flow we make. Furthermore, so far, there is almost no information

on ”real” InfiniBand traffic available. Driver performance issues also prevented us from

using standard benchmarks. However, we would not expect a single PowerPC processor

to be able to generate enough traffic to fully load host channel adapter models with several

send and receive queue processors instantiated, necessary to evaluate the architecture.

The packet payload sizes in the testcases range from 128 up to 4096 bytes and we run

each testcase on different model setups, the smallest being a host channel adapter model

instantiating only one send queue and one receive queue processor, the largest using six

of each type. Furthermore we run this set of testcases both for unreliable datagram and

reliable connected services. We always use two ports because of the setup using an ex-

ternal loopback. In our model, receive queue processors operate slightly faster than send

queue processors. Therefore, we can always use the same number of send queue and re-

ceive queue processors without introducing a supplementary bottleneck on the receive side

which we confirmed with tests.

5.3 Results

Using the testcases described above, we analyse how the architectural decisions described

in 4.1. affect the HCA model performance including the control flow extensions presented

above.
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First of all we tested two different implementations for the bus unit: the first, whose results

are shown in Figure 6, returns acknowledges for memory-write commands to the request-

ing unit directly after sending the data over the bus. The second waits for the memory

controller to acknowledge that the data was successfully stored in main memory and is-

sues the acknowledge to the requesting unit only thereafter. Results for this case are shown

in Figure 7. The figures show the evolution of the transfer rates for unreliable datagram

services with increasing resources available in the model for different packet payloads. It

can be interpreted both as packet rate or bandwidth of the host channel adapter referenced

to the rate measured for one send and receive queue processor pair. Ideally, the model

with 6 SQPs and RQPs instantiated would also achieve six times the rate of the reference

model. For 4096 bytes payload for example, the maximum transfer performance attains

approximately 5 respectively 3 times the traffic generated by a single send queue-receive

queue processor pair.

The results show on the one hand that the system performance is heavily dependent on

Figure 6: UD normalized transfer rates

the bus-unit latency. Using the first, more aggressive model improves transfer rates by 50

to 60% for all packet sizes in larger systems. Because of the superior performance, we use

the first implementation in all further tests.

On the other hand, the overall performance does not scale as desired. Both figures show

Figure 7: UD rates with slow bus-model

very characteristic fanning out of the transmission rates with saturation for more complex

systems. This behavior can be tracked back to the completion queue processor.

Figure 8 shows an analysis of this unit. The results are derived from a test run with unreli-
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able datagram packets of 4096 bytes payload. Light blue (◾) are the completion queue wait

times in cycles. Dark blue (◆) depicts the number of completion queue posts still waiting

for processing. Black (bold line) finally is the load of the completion queue processor. The

numbers above the different sectors indicate the number of send and receive queue pro-

cessor pairs instantiated which is, at the same time, the number of simultaneously active

QPs. Hence, each sector can be compared to the according number of send queue and re-

ceive queue processors in Figure 6 (○) which directly relates the effects of the completion

queue processor contention on the transfer rate. Since there is only one completion queue

Figure 8: CQ processor behavior

processor present in the system, the load can range from 0 to 1.0. For only one queue pair

sending, displayed in the first sector up to 11975 relative system cycles, no completion

queue elements are ever waiting for an element post due to the processing scheme and

processing times: while the send queue processor posts its completion queue element, the

receive queue processor writes the received data to main memory. When finished, it posts

a completion queue element. At this time, the send queue processor is busy fetching data

for the next packet from main memory. Thus there is no overlap in the completion queue

element post process. When two send queue processors are active, overlapping of posts

to the completion queue from send queue or receive queue processors is possible. While

increasing processing resources up to five send and receive queue processors active, the

load of the completion queue processor increases gradually but never actually reaches one

(system cycles 11075 through 35778). Therefore also the completion queue wait times

are limited while slightly degrading the transmission rate nevertheless. However, for six

send queue processors, the completion queue processor gets overloaded, having a con-

stant load of 1.0 (sector 6). Furthermore the number of completion queue element posts

waiting increases to constantly 2 to 4 and the number of cycles a CQE has to wait for

processing increases considerably. Thus the completion queue processor in our model

can handle about 10 queue processors active simultaneously for 4096 byte packets. Due

to shorter processing times for smaller packets, this number decreases for smaller packet

sizes which is responsible for the fanning in Figure 6 and 7.

Figure 9 offers insight into when the point of overload is actually reached, dependent on

the service type and the packet payload used. For the unreliable datagram service, from 4

send queue processors instantiated in the system on, the maximum wait time for posting a

completion queue element increases linearly with about 110 to 120 cycles per send queue
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/ receive queue processor pair. In our simulation, this is the time the completion queue

processor needs to process two CQEs, one for sending and one for receiving a packet. The

two numbers for 128 and 256 bytes payload packets and 6 send queue processors to break

ranks can be attributed to the absence or insufficient duration of simultaneous processing

of 6 queue pairs in the system, due to driver restrictions. Therefore, as well as the bus-

Figure 9: UD max. CQE post wait times

unit implementation and latency, also the single completion queue processor in the host

channel adapter architecture has a heavy impact on its performance. Using at least two as

already envisaged by our extensions should deliver better performance but possibly shifts

the bottleneck to another subunit.

Reliable connected transmissions, shown in Figure 10, are less critical for the completion

queue processor arbitration than unreliable datagram transmissions because the process-

ing of send queue elements takes much longer. It includes processing of the data packet

as well as the time the responder’s receive queue processor needs to check the context

of the received packet as well as storing the received data in main memory and returning

an acknowledge message. Furthermore the load of the receive queue processors is only

about half that of the send queue processors - for unreliable datagram services they are

almost identical. Most of the send queue processor execution time however is spent wait-

ing for acknowledges and data. Hence, the normalized transfer rates shown in Figure 10

are almost optimal, contention on the completion queue processor is not a limiting fac-

tor. The absolute transfer rates however are much smaller, only about 60% of unreliable

datagram services. This number is likely to deteriorate even more within a larger fabric.

Allowing the send queue processor to proceed with processing other WQEs while waiting

for acknowledges or introducing a supplementary unit in the architecture for handling ac-

knowledges could considerably increase the performance of reliable services.

Considering future-proofness and scalability of the architecture, the biggest problem is

presented by the lack of information about real InfiniBand traffic. Therefore it is not easy to

exactly define the starting point for improvements, whether it should be focused on many

small packets, on big packets or an evenly divided mixture. Using bigger on-chip caches

for example could be applied in any scenario since it reduces the number of cast-outs and

thus the latencies in packet processing. For testing the effects of such changes to the HCA

architecture, the model can be easily adapted and the performance results evaluated.
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Figure 10: RC normalized trasnfer rates

6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we use a C-written system model to evaluate the performance of a complex

I/O hardware component architecture, more specifically of an InfiniBand host channel

adapter. We show in this work that the host channel adapter model presented, embedded

in the Mambo full system simulator, allows for fast and easy analysis of the host channel

adapter architecture including the possibility to use real world applications for perfor-

mance analysis.

Using a dataflow oriented model with control flow elements presented some major prob-

lems for more accurate integration of the control flow in the beginning. While small setups

scale rather well in our simulations, surpassing a distinct number dependent on the service

type, contention especially on the completion queue processor causes the transmission rate

to saturate. From an architectural point of view, the host channel adapter performance is

limited for transmission of smaller packet sizes by the single completion queue processor

slowing down the whole system, especially in unreliable datagram connections. Therefore

we implement this part as flexible as possible in order to be able to increase the number

of completion queue processors in the system. Furthermore the bus model plays a crucial

role for this analysis. Therefore we will look further into improving its accuracy.

The performance issues for small packets are also due to the InfiniBand Architecture which

is based on using different lists for the communication between the system and the channel

adapter. This entails a huge overhead for example in bus crossings, which can be several

times the actual payload for small packets, restricting the maximum transfer rate for them.

Improvements in this respect will also be a major point of investigation for our future

work.

Scaling the presented architecture up for the next InfiniBand specification of quad-data-

rate transmission and therefore increasing the number of send, receive and completion

queue processes will cause increasing contention in the HCA, reducing the efficiency of

resource increases. Therefore an approach with several small, efficient processing blocks,

each having context managers but sharing caches for consistency reasons, could be consid-

ered instead. The model can therefore be adapted in order to test the effects on the system

performance.
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Abstract: The Cramer-Rao-Lower-Bound (CRLB) is investigated via simulations for
a wireless sensor network that consists of nodes with known position, so called bea-
cons, and nodes whose positions are not known, so called unknowns. For those net-
works, the fundamental bound on the accuracy of localization based on received signal
strength is investigated using the CRLB. Thereby, we answer the question whether it
is possible to determine a subset of available beacons for calculating the CRLB with-
out significantly decreasing the achievable accuracy of localization. It is assumed
that more beacons are available than are needed to ensure unambiguous localization.
Simulations for a general scenario show that it is possible in many cases to decrease
significantly the number of beacons used while ensuring that the increase of CRLB is
only marginal.

1 Introduction

In wireless sensor networks (WSN), location is a valuable parameter which enables a vari-

ety of applications. For example, in order to react precisely on emerging phenomena like

fires in forests or hazardous environmental conditions in sewer systems, the geographic po-

sition of the affected region has to be available. Furthermore, location information allows

for target-oriented routing in WSN as, for instance, wake-up commands can be delivered

exclusively to those nodes being in the area of interest.

In real applications due to perturbations, position cannot be determined exactly but has

to be estimated using, for example, measurements of received signal strength (RSS) as

indicators for distances between unknowns and beacons . Considering wireless communi-

cations between nodes of the WSN, phenomena like multipath, interference and noise

contribute to the perturbations, which results in erroneous estimates of position. The

more measurements vary, the greater the uncertainty in the position estimate will be. The

Cramer-Rao-Lower-Bound (CRLB) poses a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased

estimator [Kay93]. In practice, the CRLB is used to evaluate estimators by comparing

their performance with the ultimate variance bound posed by the CRLB.

As the CRLB for RSS-based localization is an indicator for the best accuracy achievable,

we use it to compare localization accuracy using all available beacons and using just a

subset of beacons. As the computational complexity and also the communication effort
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of localization largely depend on the number of beacons, this concept eventually supports

energy-aware WSNs. As a first study, we use the CRLB to select the subsets to investi-

gate the potential benefits of this approach. We conducted simulations for scenarios with a

relatively large number of beacons and investigate the change of CRLB when decreasing

the number of beacons used. Assuming a large number of beacons is justified as in real

WSNs, unknowns will become beacons with more or less accurate estimates of position

as soon as they have performed localization using the surrounding beacons. Therefore, it

is likely, in later states of the WSN, that one node desiring to estimate its position or to

improve it, will have a large number of neighboring nodes with known or estimated po-

sitions to choose from. The results of simulations indicate that in the majority of cases a

considerable number of beacons can be discarded without significantly increasing CRLB.

1.1 Related Work

The problem of selecting a subset of beacons in order to optimize localization in terms

of computational complexity has hardly been studied in the literature. There are papers

trying to improve accuracy by weighting range measurements according to their variance

and distance [LZZ06, CPI06, BRT06]. Others apply tests to detect outliers in order to

exclude them from calculations or just choose the nearest beacons for estimation of po-

sition [OLT04]. However, these approaches do not exclude insignificant beacons from

calculations and communication related to localization. Furthermore, while the impact

of geometry has often been stated in the literature, we are not aware of any work which

includes geometry for selection of beacons. Being the first study of this topic, we investi-

gate the impact of excluding a number of beacons from calculation of CRLB in a WSN to

access the maximal localization accuracy. The scenario setup and a short review of CRLB

are given in section 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. Section 2 presents results of simulations.

Conclusions and directions for future work follow in section 3.

1.2 Scenario

The scenario considered consists of m nodes, so called beacons, whose positions are

known by means of, for example, GPS measurements and n nodes, called unknowns,

whose positions shall be determined. This results in a total of N = m + n nodes which

are randomly distributed over an area. Nodes are enumerated by indices starting with un-

knowns i, j ∈ [1, 2, ..., n − 1, n, n + 1, , n + m]. Without loss of generality, we limit the

consideration to 2D but extension to 3D is straight forward. The true positions of nodes

are zi = (xiyi)T with distances di,j = ‖zi − zj‖2. Estimated parameters are indicated

by x̃. All nodes are equipped with transceivers enabling them to communicate with each

other using radio frequencies (RF) and to determine the received signal strength (RSS)

Pi,j between nodes i and j (i �= j), which are in direct neighbourhood.
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1.3 Reviewing the CRLB

The derivation of the CRLB for RSS has been studied for example in [PAICO03] and we

just introduce the bound here for the case of n=1 unknown. The CRLB for RSS based

localization assuming a log-normal shadowing model for the channel is:

o2 =
1
b

∑N
i=2 d−2

1,i∑N−1
i=2

∑N
j=i+1

(
d1⊥i,jdi,j

d2
1,id

2
1,j

)2 = E{(x − x̃)2 + (y − ỹ)2}

b =
(

10np

σrss ln 10

)2

The CRLB expresses a bound on the mean square error of position estimates averaged

over x- and y-directions, which means: the larger σ2 the lower is the maximally achiev-

able localization accuracy. σ2 depends on the distance between unknown and beacons

and the ”geometric condition” of the triangle with vertices at the positions of the un-

known and beacons i and j. Important for the ”geometric condition” is the parameter

d1⊥i,j which denotes the shortest distance from the unknown to the line between beacons

i and j. The well-known channel parameters np and σrss denote the path loss exponent

and the standard deviation of the received signal strength. In [PIP+03] these parameters

have been determined based on indoor experiments and we use these results (np = 2, 3,

σrss = 3, 92dBm) for our investigations. As the fraction in the denominator has dimen-

sion of (rangeunit)2, σ2 scales with distance even if geometry is kept the same. This is a

major drawback of localization based on RSS in comparison with Time-of-Arrival (TOA)

because it leads to larger errors the farther beacons and unknowns are separated.

2 Simulation and Results

As demonstrated in the former section, geometry is an important point for CRLB and

thus for localization accuracy. Our simulations investigate the impact of discarding some

beacons for the case of m=13 beacons and one unknown (n=1). In the following, we use

the lower bound on the standard deviation, which is the square-root of the original CRLB

as it has the same unit as the distances and can therefore more intuitively be related to real

localization errors. Unknown and beacons are uniformly distributed over an area 1000

times. For every deployment s,

σ(s)(k)
(
s = 1, . . . ,

(m

k
)

; k = 3, . . . , m
)

is calculated, which is the standard deviation of the location estimate for the one unknown

using k of the m totally available beacons. For the case of k = m , all of the 13 available
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Figure 1: Occurrence of only small increase of localization error (Δs = 0,05) when considering only
k of the m=13 totally available beacons.

beacons are used. If k < m, only a subset is considered whereby there are
(m

k
)

possible

combination for choosing a subset. For every deployment and for every combination, the

following ratio is calculated:

Δσ(s)(k) =
σ(s)(k)
σ(s)(m)

− 1

For a specific subset of beacons, the smaller this ratio is, the smaller the decrease of lo-

calization accuracy will be when considering only this subset. As we are interested in

guaranteeing that discarding some beacons will introduce only small additional errors,

we define a threshold on this ratio and investigate via simulations how often this threshold

holds. We choose Δσ(s)(k) ≤ 0, 05 as a reasonably small threshold, which actually means

that discarding some beacons shall not increase σ by more than 5% relative to Δσ(s)(m).
The question to be answered is: ”How likely is it that for a random deployment there exists

at least one of the total
(m

k
)

combination to choose a subset of k beacons without violating

this threshold?”. We limit our presentation to the particular case of m=13 for convenience

and due to limited space. However, the results presented are similar for other numbers of

beacons.

The curve for ”optimal” selection in figure 1 depicts the fraction of all 1000 simulated

deployments for which it was possible to find at least one combination to limit the number

of beacons to k without violating Δσ(s)(k) ≤ 0, 05. For example, for the case of choosing

a subset consisting of k=9 beacons, it is possible in 66% of the simulated deployments to

find at least one combination for which the threshold holds. However, in real applications

there will be not enough information available at each beacon to perform an optimal se-

lection. A first trivial approach would be to randomly choose subsets. The performance of

this approach is depicted by curve ”random” in figure 1.

In the literature, as stated in section related work, a common approach is to choose the
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nearest k beacons. This approach is a considerable improvement concerning the random

selection. Nevertheless, there is still space for further improvements, as this approach does

not consider the geometry of the situation.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

The goal of our study was to investigate whether it is possible to discard a number of bea-

cons while keeping the increase of the CRLB below a specific small threshold. We used the

CRLB to determine the importance of one particular beacon for localization and included

the beacons with the greatest contribution to localization accuracy first. The simulations

conducted indicate that it is possible to discard significant fractions of beacons without

decreasing the maximally achievable localization accuracy significantly for a specific de-

ployment. Regarding the results presented, 9 of the total 13 beacons could be discarded

in 66% of the simulated deployments for ideal selection. Therefore, in 66% of cases it is

possible to significantly reduce the complexity and the communication effort of localiza-

tion. Despite a substantial improvement of success rate, choosing the nearest k beacons

still leaves space for further improvements with regards to ideal selection. This is due to

the fact, that choosing the nearest beacons does not consider the geometric condition of

the situation. Although, we only presented the case of m=13 beacons, we obtained similar

results for other numbers of beacons.

Next steps will include development and analysis of heuristics to perform the task of se-

lecting subset of beacons given a specific abstract target accuracy (for instance: ”low”,

”medium”, ”high”). This will enable applications to adapt localization accuracy to con-

textual parameters, e.g. importance and energy level, of a specific node. A key issue will

be the comparison of ”include nearest k beacons” approach with approaches that include

geometric information of the situation. Furthermore, we will apply the idea presented to

other localization schemes. We suspect that geometric information can be efficiently used

for selection of beacons especially for time of flight based schemes as the CRLB does not

scale with distance here but also depends on geometry.
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Abstract: Many architectures for on-chip busses, networks-on-chips, buffers, and
similar structures have been proposed and discussed in the past. Performance and
cost have mainly be evaluated by synthesis to a given technology or even complete
implementation. This makes comparison between different architectures difficult be-
cause the effort gone into optimization, the design style, the quality of the gate libraries
applied and similar effects blur the results. Furthermore, the results are only valuable
for a short time span, as it would be increasingly difficult to evaluate an alternative ar-
chitecture in an outdated technology. Therefore, in this paper a model for representing
data buffer and exchange paths is presented. It allows the comparison of architectures
and low-level structures with incorporation of technical characteristics such as logic
depth per clock cycle, fan-in and fan-out, chip area, and dynamic power. Popular com-
ponents, crossbar switch, and FIFO buffers are shown in various flavors in this model.
The model leads to fundamental questions, that have so far not been discussed.

1 Introduction

The strong growth of networking in industry and households has led to a growing number

of chips that integrate a switching functions. This includes also chipsets for personal

computers and consumer products. Furthermore, the integration of different components

into one system-on-chip (SoC) requires an interconnection structure that has similarities

with switches.

Examples for this kind of structures are the Element Interconnect Bus (EIB) in IBM’s

CellTM Broadband Engine [Cla06], the Blackford chipset for Intel-processor-based servers

[Rad07], or the switching core of the 12-port 10-Gbps Ethernet switch from Fujitsu [Hor06]

For the implementation of switching functions a wide design space is available, exploited

in products, and under discussion. In particular for SoCs, the question whether a bus, a

crossbar-like structure, or a network is the best option is currently disputed. Evaluating

the cost and speed of a particular architecture can be done at different abstraction levels.

For example, in [Wu02] a crossbar switch is presented, and its performance is evaluated

on the basis of an implementation, in this case in the TSMC 0.25μm technology. To

compare these results on the same level with a different architecture, such as a multi-stage

network (e.g. [Wak68]), it would be necessary to implement this alternative structure in

the same technology. This would be very cumbersome and would not even be sufficient

because the design style (standard cell, full custom design, and others) would impact the
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resulting performance significantly. Therefore, a more abstract model is required that

provides the relevant information on area, clock speed, latency, and power consumption.

Such an abstract model has to neglect other aspects.

In this paper a model is presented that covers data exchange and clocked storage. It is

described in detail in the next section. The data words are treated symbolically, therefore,

the bandwidth of the model can be scaled by adjusting the word width. This scaling is one

of the reasons why the model also neglects control of the data path. Already the control

of a crossbar switch is a challenging problem and many algorithms for the problem have

been published, e.g. [Tam93, Gup99]. However, the control logic is needed only once

and its relative cost can be reduced by increasing the data-path width. In fact, modern

architectures use wide internal switching paths, e.g.. the EIB uses several 128-bit-wide

data paths. Some graphics cards use even wider busses. In consequence, the use of more

efficient data paths becomes more attractive even if their control is more complex.

However, systems are normally not built on the basis of simple elements, but rather use

more abstract building block such as First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffers, random-access-

memories (RAM) or crossbar switches. In Section 3 these basic building blocks are repre-

sented in the model. This will reveal any deficiencies in current implementations.

Using these building blocks, the EIB and the crossbar switch from Wu et al. [Wu02] will

be analyzed on the basis of the model in Section 4. In Section 5 some open problems

will be stated, the shortcomings of the model discussed, and an outlook for further studies

given.

2 The Data-Transport Model

An on-chip interconnection structure serves several tasks:

1. Bridging physical distances

2. Arbitration for shared resources and scheduling of outstanding requests

3. Flow control for adjusting sender demand to receiver capabilities

4. Data transport from a set of inputs to a set of outputs

5. Data buffering to adjust temporal speed differences, availability

6. Decoding the address of the request to determine the receiver

Not all aspects are present in every case; for instance an Ethernet switch does not need

address decoding. However, in traditional on-chip busses, such as IBM’s CoreConnect

Processor Local Bus (PLB), these aspects are found and are part of most bus transactions.

For instance, distributed address decoding is found in system busses (VME, PCI, ISA, etc.)

and was therefore also defined for onchip busses, where it does not offer an advantage. A

network-on-chip needs to perform address decoding prior to issuing a message into the

network, because otherwise the message cannot be routed.
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As an example for the relative importance of 1 compared with 4, consider the Cell chip,

in which 11 units are connected through the EIB. The chip measures approximately 12 ×
18.5mm2, hence the longest (Manhatten) distance is 40.5mm. Combined with the maxi-

mum transmission-line signal-propagation speed for this technology of 5.4ps/mm results

in a maximum latency for connecting two units of about 220ps. With 1.6GHz the EIB is

one of the fastest interconnect structures, the bidirectional ring imposing an average dis-

tance of three stages, or 1875ps, demonstrating the dominance of the aspects considered.

The model used in this article considers only items 4 and 5. One reason is that transport

and buffering form the basis, which defines the requirements for the logic associated with

arbitration and flow control. Furthermore, only these two aspects scale with wider busses.

A very simple form of a switch is the n-to-1 concentrator of n inputs to 1 output without

buffering. As a circuit element it is called a multiplexer. In fact, the entire model only

requires two basic elements, multiplexers and (storage) registers. As almost all switching

structures involve some degree of buffering, storage elements (called registers here) are

needed in the model. The reuse of storage implies some notion of sequence and time,

which is represented in the model as a synchronous clock. This clock can be related to a

clock in a traditional synchronous circuit design clock, but there is more freedom when

implementing a data path based on a given abstract model: finer pipelining can always be

introduced. It does not even have to be the same in all parts of the system as the word

width visa clock speed can be adapted as required.

Two cascaded multiplexers – i.e., a circuit in which the output from one multiplexer is con-

nected to one input of a second multiplexer – logically form a wider multiplexer. There-

fore, when creating a circuit from multiplexers and registers, only one multiplexer needs

to be considered between two registers.

The combination of all registers forms the state of the system at a given point in time,

which can be represented by a vector. As the values are not relevant, the elements of

a state vector are symbols. During operation, some items stored in the registers will be

written into other registers. This transition can be represented my multiplying the vector

with a matrix consisting of ones and zeroes. Taking this further, we also add another

abstract variable T representing time. Therefore, the vector (aT + b, 0) represents the use

of two registers, where the first register contained first data word b and in the next cycle

a, while the second register was not used. Typically, data exchange differs depending on

the direction of the data transport and buffering. In this case, the entries of the matrix are

represented by variables. When considering several cycles of operation, the entries are

time-dependent functions.

As an example we consider first a five-stage shift register. Its transition matrix is MSR5 :=⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

The input can be provided by adding a vector with a new symbol in the first position.

Typically, a shift register will be used, which can also hold its state in state, leading to the
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transition matrix

MCSR5 :=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
η0 1 − η1 0 0 0
0 η1 1 − η2 0 0
0 0 η2 1 − η3 0
0 0 0 η3 1 − η4

0 0 0 0 η4

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

Different control symbols are used for the individual registers, because this allows drop-

ping inner data items. To combine input, state, and output in one matrix, the inputs a and

the state s, as well as the resulting state s′ and the outputs o are concatenated in this order:

(s′,o) = (i, s)M .

Given a model of a data path, several characteristics are of interest. First of all, the width
of the widest multiplexer (MMW) in the system limits the clock speed. Even if the mul-

tiplexers were implemented by cascading, the resulting logic depth would not decrease.

For small widths, the minimal cycle time grows at worst logarithmically with the MMW,

because a tree of the best multiplexers could be used. In the current two-dimensional

technologies for a large scale the cycle time will grow at best with the square root of the

number of inputs, because the wiring delays will dominate. Examples for the state of the

art are represented by the crossbar switch [Wu02] and the SRAM in [Zha06]. In the first

example, two stages of four-input multiplexers per clock cycle at a clock speed of 1GHz

in 0.25 − μm technology are used.

A second relevant information from the model is the cost, expressed in the number and

sizes of the multiplexers and registers. For this purpose, we introduce two constants,

AFF and AM which represent the area of one register and one multiplexer per input. Of

course, this cost is for a one-bit-wide data path; the area of wide paths is assumed to be

proportional to its width. The assumption of linearly growing cost for multiplexers with

respect to the number of inputs is valid for most CMOS implementations. For high-scale

multiplexers such as those found in SRAMs, there also is an associated fix cost for pre-

charge and sense amplifiers but a much lower proportional cost (one transistor per input).

Therefore, when passing the tradeoff point from simpler multiplexer structures to complex

ones, different factors needs to be applied.

Finally, the number of inputs driven from one register output (fanout) also impacts cost

and speed. All three properties can be determined on the matrix representation of a data-

path structure by determining the maximum number of non-zero entries per matrix row,

the total number of non-zero matrix entries plus the dimension of the matrix minus the

number of inputs, and the maximum number of non-zero entries per column.

To sum up all information on a model with i inputs, o outputs, r registers, and the transition

matrix M , a quadruple (i, o, r, M) is used.

Computer architectures typically use a hierarchical description. Hierarchy can also be

applied to the matrix representation. By representing substructures by smaller matrices,

the higher levels can be represented either by using block matrices or by arithmetically

combining the parts.

The two aspects of data buffering and transport can be regarded as temporal and spatial

rearrangement of the input data. Whereas the spatial reordering is typically described by
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permutations, or – when considering multicasts – by mappings of outputs to inputs, and

is well understood, the aspect of temporal reordering not only lacks a formal model, but

bounds on cost and composition of structures do not seem to be well understood.

3 Basic Building Blocks

The most important building blocks of switching structures are crossbar switches and

buffers, in particular with random (SRAM) and FIFO access. A traditional crossbar

(n, m, 0, MCB) consists of n times m switches such that each input is connected with

every output:

MCB =

⎛⎝ α00 . . . α0m

. . . . . .
αn0 . . . αnm

⎞⎠ with αij ∈ {0, 1}.

To avoid conflicts, only one entry in each column might be 1: ∀i
∑

j αij ≤ 1. Meeting

this requirement is part of the control logic, which is not covered by the model. Applying

the model characteristics, the MMW is n, the fanout is m, and the cost is mnAM . To

reduce the multiplexer width, pipelining as in [Wu02] can be applied, which introduces

registers. For instance with two stages
√

n-wide multiplexers are used (assuming n is

square, otherwise some minor adjustments have to be made): (n, m,m
√

n, MPCB) with

MPCB =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

M ′
CB 0 . . . 0 . . . 0

. . .
. . . . . . 0 . . . 0

0 . . . M ′
CB 0 . . . 0

0 . . . 0 MM 0 . . .

0 . . . 0 0
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 0
. . . MM

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

M ′
CB is a

√
n × m crossbar and MM represents a multiplexer with

√
n inputs.

The cost estimation of the crossbar is too pessimistic. As has been known for a long time,

a crossbar can be replaced by a multistage interconnection network, for example, the one

from Waksman [Wak68]. The matrix representation of such a network is omitted here.

Note that it is a decomposition into a product of matrixes. This decomposition results in a

system of equations with respect to the configuration of the corresponding crossbar. The

equations relate to the independent paths through the network, and to the requirement that

the paths need to be disjoint. If m = n is a power of two, the decomposition results in a

cost of (n log n − n + 1)4AM .

Another important building block is the (static1) random access memory with n words

capacity. As the name suggests, it allows the arbitrary read or write access to its content.

1Because the model assumes registers as storage elements, dynamic memory cells have to be excluded, be-

cause they keep their content only for a limited time
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Figure 1: FIFO structure

Therefore, the MMW of an SRAM is n. Although in a typical implementation also the

fanout is n it could be just 1 by implementing the write structure as a shift register. In

many applications this is not practical because the control would have to keep track where

each data word is located:

MRA =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
β0 . . . βn−1 0
0 . . . 0 γ0

. . . . . . . . .
0 . . . 0 γn−1

⎞⎟⎟⎠

MSA =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
κ0 1 − κ1 0 0 0
0 κ1 1 − κ2 0 γ0

. . . . . .
0 0 0 κn−1 γn−1

⎞⎟⎟⎠ .

A third structure is the FIFO buffer already mentioned. Whereas an SRAM can and

typically is used to implement FIFO buffers, the fixed sequence of the output words al-

lows a much faster (lower MMW) implementation, which can be found, for instance in

[Dic94]Two shift registers in opposite direction with a transfer from one to the other allow

an implementation with fanout and an MMW of 3, and cost of 2.5AM +AFF per buffer ca-

pacity. The buffer can be shared by two FIFOs through two-way communication between

the two shift registers; this is shown with dotted lines in Figure 1. Sharing buffers between

more than two FIFOs probably requires a higher MMW, but the optimum is unknown.

Another important structure is a ring. It has a long tradition in networks and also in on-

chip busses, for instance the CoreConnect DCR-bus. The advantage of the bus is the

parallel transmission on individual bus segments combined with the minimal logic depth

for inserting data into a ring: (k, k, k,MR).
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MR =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
0 λ1 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . λn−1 0 . . . 0

1 − λ0 0 0 1 . . . 0
0 1 − λ1 0 . . . 1 0
0 . . . 1 − λn−1 0 . . . 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

4 Analysis of Existing Systems

The EIB consists of four rings – two in each direction – and connects 11 units. For each

element there is a 4-to-1 multiplexer to select the output from one of the four rings. There-

fore the MMW is 4 and the total cost of the EIB is 11AFF + 66AM . As mentioned,

in 90nm SOI technology a clock frequency of 1.6 GHz is reached and 128-bit-wide data

words result in a maximum bandwidth of 204.8 GByte per second. With appropriate load,

this performance is actually reached; however, there are traffic pattern where the band-

width is reduced.

As a second example consider the already mentioned crossbar switch by Wu et al. It

switches 2 Gbps from each of the 256 input ports to the same number of output ports.

It uses two pipeline stages as presented in Section 3. It is interesting that only two bit

slices are used, using a 1 GHz clock. On the basis of transistor count, a 1-bit register with

integrated 4-to-1 multiplexer costs 30 transistors. For the static multiplexer, no numbers

are given, but assuming the use of a complex AND-OR-gate (such as AO2222 in the

Samsung and IBM libraries in comparable technologies) it would be 16. Therefore, we can

assume AFF = 14 and AM = 4. To cope with the delay implied by the high fanout of the

crossbar logic, the crossbar presented is divided into four parts and another pipeline stage

is added for two of these parts. The inputs are registered at least once, which results in

768 two-bit registers at the inputs and outputs. Because of the division into four 128×128
sub-arrays, the two pipeline stages are not balanced, one implements 8-to-1 multiplexers,

the other 16-to-1. Surprisingly, the authors choose to put the smaller multiplexers into

the earlier stage, which results in a higher latency. Therefore, the design has 4096 two-

bit pipeline registers. The total cost of the pipelined design chosen is therefore 2(768 +
4096)AFF + 2 · 256 · 256AM = 660′480. A non-pipelined, four-bit wide design (with

registers at the inputs and outputs) would cost 4 · 512AFF +4 · 256 · 256AM = 1′077′248
about a third more expensive. Their paper only gives numbers on a much smaller 64 × 64
crossbar chip.

5 Summary

The abstract data path model presented here is quite simple, which allows an easy design

space exploration. When comparing the results of the model with technical implementa-

tions, SRAMs in particular show a significant difference because they use pass transistors
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in a bidirectional way, i.e., one and the same transistor is used for writing and reading.

Whereas for reading the signal flows away from the storage cell, for writing the oppo-

site is the case. However, when studying more recent SRAM implementations, one can

observe that the word lines are getting shorter, and traditional unidirectional multiplexers

are used to handle the read data separately from the write data. Furthermore, the model

ignores layout questions, which can be seen in the crossbar chip example, where the entire

chip serves the interconnection problem.

There is a set of open questions based on this model. First of all, for many problems so-

lutions with minimal cost, minimal MMW or a combination of them are of interest. In

particular, a set of FIFO buffers which share most of the storage resources is interesting

for many high-speed networking applications. Related to that is the support of virtual

channels or virtual output queueing in a buffer structure with common input and output.

PCI-Express [Bud05] adds several traffic classes on top of this with specific ordering rules.

This results in the requirement that typically the order within each queue be maintained,

and only in very rare situations do data items from the middle of a particular queue have

to be extracted. Initial studies on structures indicate that the time span between the knowl-

edge about a required data item and the actual point when it has to be provided at an

output has a considerable impact on the cost and speed of a buffering and transport data-

path. Furthermore, for structures with shared resources the granularity of sharing seems to

have an impact on the cost. In the past, structures like these were implemented with regu-

lar SRAM, whose capabilities are not fully exploited, but which results in a speed impact

due to capacity scaling caused by the capacity dependence of the MMW.

It is also interesting to relate the model to the structures present in programmable logic

devices such as FPGAs. Whereas the implementation of multiplexers with the typical

Look-up-Table structure is not very efficient compared with other instances of combina-

tional circuits, many FPGAs provide extra resources such as larger memory blocks, shift

registers, or carry chains which represent basic building blocks on a coarser granularity.

In the other direction, the considerations of adding switched interconnection resources as

complement to the typical static wiring in programmable logic devices have been discussed

for some time and this is apparently unavoidable for future device scaling. Results from

the model with respect to optimal structures for certain requirements could be applied in

this domain.

Finally, the formal aspects on the model should be extended by mechanisms to describe

sequences of data words and their manipulation. For instance, intuitively a shared buffer

for two logical queues is certainly restricted compared with an SRAM buffer, because only

items from different queues can overtake each other. How can this difference be formally

described, can we provide a quantitative judgement?
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